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THE ACCIDENTAL TOURIST

@mrsionsmith

kid in his village cowpox (because you 
don’t want to go testing these things 
out on yourself), then cut some grooves 
into the kids arm and rubbed smallpox 
pus into the cuts.

Sure enough, the kid didn’t get 
smallpox and thus we were all saved 
from dying a horrible, grizzly death for 
the rest of eternity.

That’s more of less the basis for the 
stories anyway—I was too lost in a train of 
thought to pay really close attention. I may 
have to watch it again but you get the drift.

Not so long ago, when people were 
not sheep, thought for themselves 
and the world was not governed by 
concepts such as drink responsibly, 

always read the label, blank cigarette 
packets and having to ask permission 
(aka: ‘signing in’) to something before 
you talk to your friends, listen to music, 
read a book or watch a movie, the world 
was made fantastical by accidental 
adventurers such as these.

I guess there were a lot of deaths 
along the way but the important thing 
(unless you’re one of the dead people) 
is to appreciate and see how the world 
was able to move forward when it 
wasn’t handcuffed to a wall by rules 
designed to keep you in your place and 
not rocking the boat.

The planet has become so sanitised 
and complex now, rules don’t even look 
like rules anymore. The ‘rules’ look 
like your phone, your computer and 
your TV. I wonder what life would be 
like if somebody simply turned it all 

off for six months. I know that most 
of us ‘creative types’ would get out 
into the world and design things with 
more value than we are now, but more 
importantly, those things we came up 
with would likely not be anything like 
somebody else had made.

Whether you can see it or not, I 
suspect we are all being poisoned by 
osmosis—and I include myself because 
I too have as much potential to be a 
slave to a device as anybody.

Work aside—email contact and 
actually having to write things up for 
Skin Deep to see the light of day next 
month—I’m going for it.

I’m turning off.
I did it over Christmas—it was easy. 

I’m going to be an accidental tourist 
and am turning off for as long as 
possible to see what I can create—or 
at least until my pupils dilate so much 
that I could drown a universe in them.

Hopefully, nobody will die in the process.

I SUSPECT WE ARE ALL BEING 
POISONED BY OSMOSIS

03THE NEEDLE HAS LANDED
EDITORIAL

 Nicky Connor

I don’t watch a whole lot of TV 
anymore, or maybe I should say ‘a 
whole lot of scheduled TV anymore’, 
but a couple of weeks back I fell in 

front of a show about how certain drugs 
came into being and what happened 
along the course of their lives. Case in 
point: aspirin and heroin being invented 
at the same time with heroin being 
brought on board for the long medical 
haul and aspirin being dismissed as a 
far inferior product. If you’re in the UK, 
I think you can still �nd it on iPlayer—
it’s called Pain, Pus and Poison.

I felt like I needed to catch up with 
more of this show and (excuse me if I cut 
this down to a simpli�ed and manageable 
size here) in the following episode, there 
were two worthy stories to be told.

One ran along the lines of a gang of 
thieves who broke into a pharmacy and 
helped themselves to some alcohol—
only to �nd it wasn’t anything that 
would end in a memorable night out.

It was arsenic.
The pharmacist arrived the next day 

to �nd the gang unconscious on the 
pharmacy �oor. Noticing their pupils 
were massively dilated, a friendly-
neighbourhood eye-doctor suggested 
they dose them up with a drug that was 
the only thing he knew of that would 
have the exact opposite effect on your 
eyes. They were nearly dead already—
what did they have to lose? Dose 
administered, it so happened to be the 
perfect antidote to arsenic poisoning.

What are the odds? Slim at best, surely?
In the next story, a man announced 

that he was never going to get smallpox 
because he already had a good dose of 
cowpox. Determined to prove he was 
right after being laughed at, he gave a 
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studio in deepest 
Birmingham to be 
photographed as 
part of his project 
Beauty Is Not Only 
Ink Deep.  

BORNEO TATTOO 
CONVENTION
Held in Borneo 
at the end of 
November, the 
convention’s aim 
is to celebrate body 
art by championing 
tribal tattoos and 
raise awareness 
of the dying art of 
traditional hand 
tapped tattooing. 
Beautiful!

ABSOLUTE 
REALITY WITH 
DAN HENK
Hyperrealism is the 
new darling of the 
tattoo world but 
often, we don’t see 
the artist as much 
as the art. Is that 
always a good thing? 
Veteran realism guy 
Dan Henk doesn’t 
think so.

DECASA TATTOO
One look at the work 
coming from this 
studio in Austria 
and the boss 
disappeared into a 
world of his own. 
Nicky Connor steps 
in to ful�l the dream.

FACE THE STRANGE
When the opportunity 
rose to work with 
Julia Lisnyak and 
her photographic 
footage of (the 
always controversial) 
facial tattoos in St 
Petersburg, who 
are we to turn the 
other cheek?
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INK MASTER: 
KYLE DUNBAR
In the next 
instalment of our 
totally unplanned 
and seemingly 
never-ending stream 
of Ink Master 
participants, this 
month we clash 
heads with Kyle 
Dunbar.

MANCHESTER 
INTERNATIONAL
You could hardly 
avoid the fact that 
there were two 
tattoo shows in 
Manchester across 
the same weekend, 
but from here, it’s 
hugely positive to 
see that a major 
city in the UK can 
play host to around 
600 quality artists 
without imploding.

NEW YORK ROCKS
Tattoo Art Of 
New York City 
was an idea that 
came after the 
guys at the Flood 
Gallery saw some 
of the incredible 
art coming from 
the tattoo scene 
which then evolved 
into the idea of 
showcasing the 
work of some of 
its leading tattoo 
artists. 

THE COVER GIRL: 
PAULA BURN
This month, Paula—
who can normally 
be found piercing 
and co-managing 
at TripleSix in 
Sunderland—found 
her way to the 
studio and agreed 
to be subjected 
to another round 
of ridiculous 
questions.. 
 
LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL
Niall Patterson 
has spent two 
years developing 
an original 
photography idea. 
To get under his 
skin, we shipped 
Beccy Rimmer to a 

DAN HENK
HOW REAL IS TOO REAL?
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23-24th May 2015 
THE GREAT HALL, 

ALEXANDRA PALACE, 
LONDONLONDON

INCREDIBLE ARTISTS

SENSATIONAL LIVE ACTS

CATWALK SHOWS 

AWESOME TRADERS

TATTOO AWARDS

LIVE MUSIC 

BURLESQUE SHOWS

ARTIST SEMINARS

GROOMING PARLOUR

AND SO MUCH MORE!

GROOMING PARLOUR

AND SO MUCH MORE!

TICKET  HOTLINE  01244 881895 EXT.523

www.greatbritishtattooshow.com

  THE TATTOO SHOW DESTINED TO BE LIKE NO OTHER   

www.skindeep.co.uk

ALL SUBMISSIONS TO SLEEVE NOTES GRATEFULLY RECEIVED. BE 
IT NEWS, AN EVENT, NEW MERCH, A STUDIO MOVE... WE'LL DO 
OUR VERY BEST TO LET EVERYBODY ELSE KNOW ABOUT IT TOO. 
EMAIL: NEWS@SKINDEEP.CO.UK OR IF YOU WANT TO BE ARCHAIC 
ABOUT THE WHOLE AFFAIR: SKIN DEEP, 1 MARCHER COURT, 
SEALAND ROAD, CHESTER CH1 6BS. BRING IT.

www.facebook.com/tattoomagazine

twitter.com/skindeepmag

THE TATTOO SHOW DESTINED TO BE LIKE NO OTHERTHE TATTOO SHOW DESTINED TO BE LIKE NO OTHERTHE TATTOO SHOW

EMAIL: 
ABOUT THE WHOLE AFFAIR: SKIN DEEP, 1 MARCHER COURT, 
SEALAND ROAD, CHESTER CH1 6BS. BRING IT.

06 SLEEVE NOTES
NEWS, VIEWS AND TATTOOS

As promised, we continue with our give 
away of �ve pairs of tickets in every 
issue of Skin Deep between now and the 
middle of May, which is when we arrive 
at The Great British Tattoo Show.
Since last issue, the guest list has 

increased dramatically and the �oor is 

looking damn �ne on the artist front 

too.  With more talent being added 

on a daily basis there are still some 

surprises up our sleeves that haven’t 

been announced yet.

Anyway: as always, if you’re 

coming, grab some tickets over at 

greatbritishtattooshow.com but if you 

think The Gods Of Light and Tattoo 

may be tuned into your current 

vibration, hit me with a blank email to 

editor@skindeep.co.uk with the subject: 

LONDON PLEASE. Let’s get it on.

THE GREAT BRITISH TATTOO 
SHOW TICKET GIVEAWAYWIN

SHORT SLEEVES

MORE MISFITS
Last issue we reported that artist Tony 

Gallon, formerly of Rose Tattoo, has 

opened Mis�ts Tattoo Collective in 

Paignton with his partner Shelley. Now 

we can share some images of the rather 

striking shopfront: a �ne way of facing 

the world, we reckon. Call them on 01803 

556432, visit the shop on Torbay Road, 

Facebook ‘Mis�ts Tattoo Collective’ or 

email mis�tstattoouk@gmail.com. 

TATTOO ARTS FILM FESTIVAL
Canada’s �rst ever Tattoo Arts Film 

Festival (4-5 April) has announced its full 

line-up of ink-themed movies and music. 

Over the two day event you’ll be 

able to catch ‘Tattoo Nation’, featuring 

Tarantino psycho-for-hire Danny Trejo, 

the legendary Ed Hardy and narration 

from LA Ink’s Corey Miller. Elsewhere, 

Broderick Fox’s ‘The Skin I’m In’ 

examines tattoos as a means to aid 

recovery from alcoholism and self harm 

while re-af�rming our identity, with other 

screenings including ‘Tatau—La Culture 

d’un Art’ and Miya Bailey’s engaging 

‘Color Outside the Lines’. 

Festival passes are $50. Get hold of 

them—and the full line up—from picatic.

com/TattooArtsFilmFestival
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 NEWS, VIEWS AND TATTOOS SLEEVE NOTES

THE KINDNESS OF STRANGERS
Performance artist Ilma Gore wants you—

yes, you—to get involved with her latest 

project. She’s seeking volunteers to have 

their names tattooed onto her body as part 

of an ongoing performance piece that will 

represent “individuality and freedom from 

the physical self in the world we live in,” 

while at the same time seeing her “giving 

myself relentlessly to its every whim.”

She’s taken to crowdfunding as a way 

of paying for the project and covering 

the cost of the tattoos as well as making 

two short �lms about the piece. $10 gets 

you your name or—uh oh—any other two 

words you want inked onto her. Pay $50 

and you also get a sketch showing what 

you’d look like if you were made of ham. 

So that’s nice. Follow @illmatherfuka on 

Twitter for the full, curious tale. 

SPYCATCHER
For once, an employer listing having ink 

on your hands, forearms, neck or face as 

undesirable qualities sort of makes sense. 

MI5 recently released the job spec for a 

mobile surveillance of�cer—or ‘spy’ to 

the rest of us—and explained that tattoos 

in visible areas would make an agent 

too easy to either spot, or remember. It 

happens to the best of us: Sean Connery 

had to cover up his ‘Scotland Forever’ ink 

while playing James Bond. 

TOO MUCH OF A GOOD THING?
We all know that the number of tattoo 

studios has rocketed in the past few 

years. However, in Bolton the number 

has increased by a huge 825% in the last 

decade, according to �gures obtained by 

the Bolton News. It reports that numbers 

have risen from four in 2004 to 37 in 2014, 

which is almost �ve times the national rate 

of growth. What makes the good people 

of Bolton so needle happy? Who knows. 

But it does put a number on exactly how 

much tattooing has grown in some places; 

whether or not the balloon can keep rising, 

of course, is another question entirely...

SHORT SLEEVES

When the HQ of the Catholic church is on the other end of the phone, you’d be 

forgiven for wondering if one of the Cardinals has gone and done something 

rather rash that needs quietly erasing. However, when of�cials contacted 

Lynton Lasers, in Cheshire it was for a different kind of art intervention: the 

Vatican City Museums needed precise laser tech to remove dirt particles from 

their works of art. And we had such high hopes for an inked Pope. 

VATICAN SEEKS HELP TO 
CLEAN UP ITS ACT

Tomasz Wrobel can usually be found tattooing clients in the Granite City's Rebel 
Ink studio, but he's just started up a new venture designed to cater to artistic 
endeavours of a different kind. The Newave gallery is designed to give emerging 
�ne artists a chance to display their work and opened with a solo show of 
Tomasz's own surrealist art. 

“Painting and drawing has always been a 

huge part of my life,” he says. “The Newave 

Gallery will allow myself and other aspiring 

artists to have a platform to showcase our 

work to a wider audience outside of art 

school shows and private collections.”

Tomasz is a graduate of Grey’s School of 

Art and the head of the school, Professor 

Chris O’Neil, says that the gallery is 

important for the city. “There is a huge 

need for more creative spaces here so it 

is fantastic to see a graduate of Gray’s 

opening up a new gallery and studio 

space right in the centre of Aberdeen.”

But Tomasz won't be setting aside 

his rig just yet. “I'll still be tattooing at 

Rebel Ink as I love that side of my work, 

too. It allows me to hone a completely 

different craft and style.”

Robin Cannon, owner of Rebel Ink, is 

right behind his man. “I am really proud 

of Tomasz and excited to see his work 

and talents be exhibited at his gallery,” 

he says. “It's a pleasure to work with 

someone who has such a passion for art 

and it's great to see him being so driven 

and ambitious.

“We have seen all aspects of his art 

going from strength to strength from his 

amazing work at Rebel Ink, to his own 

incredible artwork. Tomasz has really 

made an impression as a tattoo artist 

and has a large group of loyal customers 

who bene�t from his experience in a 

number of different styles.”

Tomasz has previously won an award 

from the Royal Scottish Academy for 

his painting. You can see his work at the 

Newave Gallery on Castle Street, Aberdeen, 

or visit Rebel Ink Aberdeen on Facebook. 

Tomasz Wrobel can usually be found tattooing clients in the Granite City's Rebel 

ABERDEEN ARTIST STEPS 
BEYOND THE STUDIO WITH 
NEW GALLERY
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BORDEAUX TATTOO CONVENTION
04–05 April 2015
Espace du Lac

Parc des expositions

33300 Bordeaux,

France

conventiontattoobordeaux.com

TATTOO EXTRAVAGANZA
11–12 April 2015
Portsmouth Pyramids Centre

Clarence Esplanade, Portsmouth,

Hampshire PO5 3ST

tattooextravaganza.co.uk

EAST COAST TATTOO 
CONVENTION
10–12 April 2015
Centro Fiere Ibisco

Via Lungo�no, 187, 65013 

Città Sant’Angelo, Abruzzi, 

Italy

eastcoasttattoo.it

SASKATOON TATTOO EXPO
10–12 April 2015
Prairieland Park

Second �oor, 503 Ruth St W, 

Saskatoon, SK S7K 4E4, 

Canada

saskatoontattooexpo.ca

NORTH LAKES TATTOO SHOW
11–12 April 2015
The Shepherds Inn & Auctioneer

Montgomery Way, Rosehill Estate,

Carlisle CA1 2RR 

northlakestattooshow.co.uk

INK & IRON TATTOO 
CONVENTION
12 April
The Tower Ballroom Bimingham

Reservoir Road,

Birmingham B16 9EE,

United Kingdom

inkandiron.co.uk

RITES OF PASSAGE TATTOO 
CONVENTION
24–26 April 2015
Royal Exhibition Building

Carlton Gardens Tennis Club,

9 Nicholson Street, Melbourne VIC 3053,

Australia

ritesofpassagefestival.com

MEMENTO GIVEAWAY
Our friends at Memento Publishing are giving Skin Deep readers the chance to 
win a free copy of their new hardback book Tattoo Prodigies 2

Priced at $80, this hardback is a beautiful 

collection of 600 full colour pages of stunning 

ink, including 170 hand-picked artists, over 

2,000 photos and 68 artist interviews.

Featuring extraordinary stories and 

impressive artwork, Tattoo Prodigies 2 is 

not just for ink collectors and artists, 

but is guaranteed to motivate those 

seeking to learn about and be 

inspired by tattoo art.

To enter, send a blank email 

with the subject MEMENTO to 

editor@skindeep.co.uk and we’ll do 

our thing before the end of the month.

Artist List Includes: Guy Aitchison, Victor Portugal, Jeff Gogue, Steve Moore, Bob 

Tyrrell, Jesse Smith, Nick Baxter, Myke Chambers, Shige, Mike DeVries, Stephane 

Chaudesaigu es, Cory Norris, Carlos Torres, Roman, Durb Morrison, Josh Woods, 

Paul Booth, Deano Cook, Jess Yen, Kore Flatmo, Josh Duffy, Juan Salgado, Jim Sylvia, 

Big Meas, Chris Jones, Darcy Nutt, Nicklas Westin, Tim Harris, Shawn Will, Nate 

Beavers, Timmy B, Jeff Ensminger, Jason Butcher, Oleg Turyanskiy, Carl Grace, Mike 

Demasi, Monte, Bez, Benjamin Laukis, Bj Betts, Paul Acker, Stefano Alcantara, 

Frank La Natra, Big Gus, Randy Engelhard, Liz Cook, Julio Rodriguez, Timothy Boor, 

Rich Pineda, Tanane Whit�eld, JP Wikman, Franco Vescovi, Elvin Yong, Megan 

Hoogland, Bugs, Carlox Angarita, Jim Hayek, Liorcifer, Crispy Lennox, Brent Olson, 

Fernie Andrade, Tater, Shane Gallagher, Mike Parsons, Kari Barba, Don McDonald, 

Dillon Forte, Aric Taylor, James Tex, Sean Sullivan, Dan Henk, John Anderton, 

Fabz, John Barrett, Robert Pho, Sean Herman, Jason Stephan, Teneile Napoli, Sam 

Clark, James Kern, Jeremiah Barba, Zack Singer, Tony Ciavarro, Robert Atkinson, 

Megan Massacre, Jack Ribeiro, DJ Minor, Brad Bako, Marc Durrant, Benjamin Moss, 

Daniel Chashoudian, Andrzej Lipczynski, Tommy Lee Wendtner, Jay Wheeler, Big 

Sleeps, Dongkyu Lee, Ryan Mullins, London Reese, Michele Wortman, Cory Cudney, 

Dan Hazelton, Andy Engel, Mikko Kiviranta, Fishero, Byron Drechsler, Christian 

Perez, Matt Jordan, Aaron Bell, Ivano Natale, Katelyn Crane, Niki Norberg, Oddboy, 

Paolo Acuna, Tim Kern, Ryan Hadley, Ken Patten, Justin Hartman, Adrian Dominic, 

Dominick McIntosh, Tim McEvoy, Ivan Stankov, Steve Morris, Mario Rosenau, 

Katherine “Tatu Baby” Flores, Anabi, Ty McEwen, Jamie Lee Parker, Andre Acosta, 

Sergio Sanchez, Steve Wimmer, Bullet BG, Josh Payne, Jose Perez Jr., Tommy 

Montoya, Matteo Pasqualin, Javier Obregon, Sweet Laraine, Chad Chase.

BORDEAUX TATTOO CONVENTION
Priced at $80, this hardback is a beautiful 

collection of 600 full colour pages of stunning 

ink, including 170 hand-picked artists, over 

2,000 photos and 68 artist interviews.

Featuring extraordinary stories and 

impressive artwork, Tattoo Prodigies 2 is 

not just for ink collectors and artists, 

but is guaranteed to motivate those 

seeking to learn about and be 

inspired by tattoo art.

with the subject MEMENTO to 

editor@skindeep.co.uk and we’ll do 

our thing before the end of the month.
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WROCLAW TATTOO KONWENT
25–26 April 2015
Pralnia & Zaklete Rewiry,

Ul.Krakowska 100

Wrocław, Poland

tattookonwent.pl

BERGEN TATTOO CONVENTION
08–10 May 2015
Logen Teater AS

Øvre Ole Bulls plass 6, 

5012 Bergen, Norway

bergentattooconvention.no

SOMERSET TATTOO CONVENTION
10 May 2015
Blake Hall, St. Saviours Avenue

Bridgwater, Somerset TA6 3NZ 

01278 439569

THE GREAT BRITISH TATTOO 
SHOW
23–24 May 2015
Alexandra Palace

Alexandra Palace Way, London

greatbritishtattooshow.com

CARDIFF TATTOO AND TOY 
CONVENTION 
25–26 July 2015
Mercure Cardiff Holland House Hotel 

and Spa

24-26 Newport Rd

Caerdydd CF24 0DD

cardifftattooandtoycon.co.uk

TATTOO JAM 
07–09 August 2015
Doncaster Racecourse

Leger Way

Doncaster DN2 6BB

tattoojam.com

WANT YOUR SHOW 

FEATURED IN OUR 

CONVENTION LISTINGS? 

JUST SEND IT TO: 

NEWS@SKINDEEP.CO.UK 

 AND WE’LL DO THE REST

www.skindeep.co.uk

TATTOOS RAISE £15,000 FOR 
COMIC RELIEF
Words: Beccy Rimmer • Pics: Alex Walker

This month, comedian Mark Watson took on an epic endurance challenge for charity. 
He performed on stage for 27 hours in an attempt to break the record for the longest 
stand-up gig, whilst at the same time raising money for Comic Relief 2015

The show, which took place at The 

Pleasance in Islington on 31st February 

was streamed live and raised more 

than £78,000 in total. 

Many crazy and impulsive 

fundraising stunts took place, 

including a big tattoo challenge in 

which comedians and audience 

members volunteered to get inked to 

raise cash.

Liam Ryan and Nichlas Hald from 

West London Ink, Ealing were on hand 

all night to offer small red nose tattoos 

– the symbol obviously synonymous 

with Comic Relief and Red Nose Day.

For each person who volunteered to 

get the red nose inked on their body, 

comedian Adam Hills (Australian 

comedian and host of The Last Leg) 

donated £1,000. 

With 15 people in total stepping 

up, including Adam Hills himself and 

comedian Rufus Hound, the tattoos were 

able to raise an amazing £15,000 overall. 

“It was great to see so many people 

were willing to have a red nose 

tattooed on them,” said Liam of West 

London Ink.

“It felt amazing using our skills to 

raise £15,000 in under 3 hours!” said 

tattoo artist Nichlas. “It’s a great cause 

and we are hoping to get even more 

involved with Comic Relief next year.”

Nice work guys. 

You can donate to Comic Relief at 

rednoseday.com/donate

The show, which took place at The 
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WHEN WORLDS COLLIDE

FORCING 
YOUR BODY 
THROUGH 
HORRIBLE 

ENDURANCE 
SAYS 

SOMETHING 
ABOUT YOUR 
PERSONALITY.

‘N
early all of the people 

at our cross-�t classes 

are massive tattoo 

enthusiasts, Bex,’ he 

said. ‘And a load of people that 

come into our studios are really 

into sports. There’s a correlation 

between �tness and tattoos that 

they aren’t necessarily aware of, 

but you should write about it. It 

would make a good article.’

I was blank. I had absolutely 

no idea what I could write about 

that could possibly link tattooing and �tness. Was it something 

about physical image? How many muscly blokes there are with 

tattoos, and this being linked to our desire to look a certain way? 

Na, that’s not a very positive or interesting article. I’ll leave it.

Now let’s rewind for a moment. I used to be a runner. I ran for 

about 7 years, gradually becoming more and more passionate 

about putting one foot in front of the other. In that time, I 

have run 3 marathons (Stratford-upon-Avon, Amsterdam and 

Loch Ness), various half marathons and other races along the 

way. Yet, I have never really thought too much about why I 

put myself through all those gruelling hours 

pounding the ground.

Then, last September, I ran the Loch Ness 

Marathon. And it broke me. Seriously broke 

me. It was such a dif�cult course, full of 

ridiculously large hills and long stretches of 

road with no water or waving faces. 

That, and the fact that I hadn’t trained for it. 

At all. Having recently moved to London I had 

been �nding it hard to run in those busy areas 

of polluted air and dirty pavements. By the time 

race day came along, to say I was underprepared 

was somewhat of an understatement.

I had a whole variety of aches and pains 

after completing the marathon… if you can 

My pal Simon Pateman who heads up Sutton Ink and Cannock Ink—two sister 
studios in the Midlands—had been suggesting an article idea to me for a while now.

WHEN WORLDS COLLIDE
B E C C Y  R I M M E R

even say ‘completing’. I left Scotland and in the car on the way 

home vowed to myself to never run again. 

So that was 6 months ago, and in that time I have personally 

gone through a lot of changes, both mentally and physically. 

I’ve had a shed load of tattoos in that time. But I have also left 

the big smoke, got a new job in Birmingham, moved in with 

my better half and discovered new hobbies to replace running. 

Hobbies which include joining a local art class, starting up 

my own tattoo blog and developing a shameful, expensive 

addiction to online roulette. Let’s not talk about that.

This morning, for whatever reason, I grabbed my Vibrams 

and ran out of the door. With no drink, no wallet, no watch, no 

GPS, no plan... I just ran. I ran over hills. I ran around trees. I 

ran by the river. 

Hilariously, I didn’t last very long and within no time at all 

was stood gasping, panting and sweating in Starbucks ordering 

a sugary coffee. But in that short 20 minutes of running, I 

understood what Simon was trying to tell me.

Forcing your body through horrible endurance says something 

about your personality. There’s a part of your soul that wants to 

struggle through pain, that wants to force itself continue, wants 

to see how far you’ll go and ultimately, wants to feel alive. Being 

a runner gives you both strength and faith. Strength to push 

yourself physically, and faith that you can keep 

on going forever.

It’s the same for getting inked. You do it 

because you want to feel strong. You want 

to endure through something exhilaratingly 

painful and come out of the other end a 

harder and braver person… a person of 

accomplishment, ambition, and faith. With 

each tattoo I get, there is a constant belief in 

myself that my decision is the correct one, that 

my body is invincible and that I will admire 

this beautiful ink until the end of time.

I will believe in my tattoos forever. And who 

knows, maybe I have re-found my faith in 

running too.

WHEN WORLDS COLLIDE BECCY RIMMER
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TATTOO ART OF

A
t the tail end of 2014, Tattoo Art Of New York 
City was an idea that came after The Flood 
Gallery worked with Scott Move for the Black 
Sabbath show, in which Scott did a piece 

inspired by War Pigs. After seeing some of the incred-
ible art coming from the tattoo scene out there, this 
evolved into the idea of showcasing the work of some 
of the leading tattoo artists in New York. 

26 artists were taske with producing a unique piece 
of art for the show, with all pieces being limited to 50 

copies. And following a successful show at the Flood 
Gallery in Greenwich, the exhibition then took up a 
residence in Brooklyn for a second show at Bottlek-
neck Gallery.

What follows here is all you missed (unless you 
made the trip, of course) with a little reminder that 
there are a few works still available at great prices 
that can be ordered exclusively from the the�oodgal-
lery.com web store which ships worldwide—and Lord 
knows there’s some �ne, �ne stuff up for grabs here.

TATTOO ART OF NEW YORK SPECIAL FEATURE
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FLOOD GALLERY
The Flood Gallery is a boutique gallery 
store that opened in the world famous 
Greenwich Market, London in July 2011. 
The concept of concert-poster-as-art 
emerged in the late 60s but dwindled 
away when music went mass market 
and stadium rock took hold. 

Over the past 10-15 years, there has 
been a resurgence of the form with a 
whole new breed of talented artists 
expressing their love of music through 
beautiful and hand cra�ed gig posters. 
The posters are special, collectable 
yet affordable and are a gateway drug 
for music fans wishing to bring more 
art into their lives and on their walls 
at home.

The Flood Gallery is run by a small 
group that are fanatical about this 
format and our gallery space brings 
the most focused and unique portal to 
this world in London.  

shamus83
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Paula
This month, Paula—who can normally be found piercing and co-managing 
at TripleSix in Sunderland—found her way to the studio and agreed to be 

subjected to another round of ridiculous questions

I SAW ON TWITTER RECENTLY 
THAT WHEN ASKED IF YOU STILL 
GO TO THE GYM, YOU REPLIED 
WITH ‘NO, I DO OTHER ACTIVITIES 
THAT ARE BETTER FOR ME’—ASIDE 
FROM IT BEING QUITE DISTURBING 
THAT NOSEY PEOPLE LOOKING 
FOR STUFF TO WRITE CAN DIG 
INTO YOUR LIFE IN JUST A FEW 
SECONDS, I ASSUME YOU WERE 
TALKING HOOPS HERE. WHAT 
MADE YOU START HOOPING? 

ACTUALLY, THAT CAN’T BE WHAT 
IT’S CALLED—IS THERE A PROPER 
NAME FOR SUCH A THING?
The only person being nosey 

around here is you! I did try the 

gym once but I never enjoyed it. 

So I tried an Aerial Hoop class—

that’s what it’s properly called—

about 6 month ago and fell in 

love with it. I’ve no idea why I 

started it, but I’m really glad I 

did I can be a bit huffy in class if 

I cant pick up a move after being 

shown numerous times but it’s 

only because I want to do it. I’ve 

got two amazing instructors who 

help me and encourage me. I’ve 

also started rock climbing which 

scares me but I'm determined to 

push myself.

THAT’S PRETTY DAMN ACTIVE IN 
MY BOOK. ARE YOU STILL HITTING 
THE BIKE TRAIL AT THE WEEKEND 
AS WELL?
I try and get out on my bike as 

often as I can but I much prefer 

someone to ride out with me but 

no one wants to! I like a nice ride 

down the coast with a stop for 

coffee and cake. I did the Great 

North Bike Ride last year and plan 

on doing that again this year. I’m 

also trying to teach my little boy 

to ride stabiliser free so we can go 

out on adventures together with 

a picnic.

CARE TO HAND OVER YOUR LIST 
OF PEOPLE WHO HAVE WORKED 
ON YOU? I IMAGINE IT WOULD 
MAKE PRETTY INTERESTING 
READING.
Sure: Bez, JJ Jackson, Paul Vander 

Johnson, Sway, Lewis Parkin, 

Tasha Pollendine, Dean Taylor, 

Dan Hartley, Damien Mills, John 

Skin Deep Magazine Issue 249

I’ve also started 
rock climbing 
which scares 
me but I'm 
determined to 
push myself.

 Mr Smith   Scott Cole  Model: Paula Burn  Makeup: Eve-Marie Parry
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thrilled with my creepy fortune 

teller. JJ is a fantastic artist and 

a lovely person too. It’s days like 

that I live for in this world.

YOU AND I HAVE TALKED ABOUT 
YOUR BLACKED OUT ARM A FEW 
TIMES. I LOVE IT, BUT FOR THE 
BENEFIT OF THE READER TYPE 
PEOPLE, HIT ME WITH ‘WHY’ 
AGAIN—AS SOMEBODY WHO’S 
BEEN LASERED IN THE PAST, IT’S 
AN INTERESTING ALTERNATIVE. IT 
MAKES YOU LOOK VERY FRENCH 
BY THE WAY!
Merci! I’m pleased you like 

it. I love it—a lot of people do 

approach me,ask about it and 

want to touch it for some reason! I 

did have a full sleeve underneath 

but I made a bad mistake with 

a cover up which was my fault, 

not the artists and I tried a few 

sessions of lasering but then after 

a bit of thought, I decided to start 

a half black sleeve. I got called 

crazy—and probably a lot worse 

things behind my back too—but 

the more I got done, the more 

I wanted and now I have it all 

done, I wouldn’t be without it. I 

absolutely love my black arm. Bez 

and I are talking about getting 

creative with it soon.

ARE YOU A PLANNER OF 
TATTOOS THESE DAYS OR IS IT 
SOMETHING THAT YOU JUST 
GO FOR WHENEVER YOU FEEL 
LIKE IT? I GUESS IT’S KIND OF 
WEIRD WORKING AT TRIPLESIX 
AND HAVING PEOPLE YOU TRUST 
AROUND ALL THE TIME. MOST OF 
THE COVER GIRLS DON’T WORK 
IN STUDIOS UNLESS THEY ARE 
ALSO TATTOOISTS. DOES THAT 
ACTUALLY MAKE A DIFFERENCE TO 
HOW YOU THINK ABOUT THINGS 
BEING IN THAT ENVIRONMENT?
I do plan my tattoos more now 

but that might also be because 

I’ve got so little space left and 

have plans for every bit of it! I 

do �nd a little room for the odd 

‘short-notice’ small one though. 

It’s great working with the talent 

at Triplesix. Everyone is amazing 

in their own way and everyone 

wants to help each other. Oddly, 

people presume when you’re 

working in a tattoo studio, you get 

tattooed all day long for free and 

that’s certainly not true at all.

Outside of Triplesix, I get tattooed 

www.skindeep.co.uk

The rules were that I would only give 
him a few words and then I would let 
him design the tattoo for me without me 
seeing anything before he did it 

PAULA TATTOO VIXENS

Anderton, Stacey Green, Glen 

Davis, Reg Redman...

Actually, this has reminded 

me of something! Let me tell you 

about the time JJ tattooed me.

I've always liked his work and 

I met him brie�y at a convention 

and knew I wanted a piece from 

him. I emailed asking if he would 

tattoo me at Ink For Heroes in 

York, but the rules were that I 

would only give him a few words 

and then I would let him design 

the tattoo for me without me 

seeing anything before he did it. 

There's not many people I would 

trust to do this but when I got 

there, I didn’t look at the stencil 

and didn't look down at my thigh 

all day!

The words I gave him 

were: 'Fairground with a twist'.

My friend Stacey saw the design 

and assured him I would love it. 

After six hours, I was more than 

seeing anything before he did it
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People presume when 
you’re working in a 
tattoo studio, you get 
tattooed all day long for 
free and that’s certainly 
not true at all
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works makes me want to push 

myself all the time and achieve 

stuff—there's not many people 

who like to see you do well but 

Bez always has time for anyone 

who wants to better themselves. 

Most men would switch off when 

I start talking about my candle 

making, but not Bez. It’s little 

things like that. There was one day 

when I told him about a problem 

I had with some wax. He actually 

listened and he helped �nd a 

solution to make it work. It doesn’t 

happen every day out there!

by Lewis Parkin who I have a fair 

few pieces by now. I trust him 

without question and think it’s so 

important to build a good rapport 

with your artist—you’re trusting 

them to mark your skin for life 

but when you spend so long with 

someone, it’s also important to 

be on the same page and have an 

enjoyable experience along the way.

A GOOD QUESTION AT THIS POINT 
WOULD BE, DO YOU SEE YOURSELF 
WHEN YOU WERE YOUNGER IN SOME 
OF THE PEOPLE WHO COME IN TO 
GET WORK DONE? I KNOW I DO (ME, 
NOT YOU) AND I WONDER WHAT THE 
HELL I WAS THINKING SOMETIMES. 
FUNNY HOW YOU CAN GET CLUED IN 
VERY FAST IN THIS WORLD…
If I look back to 16 years ago when 

I had my �rst tattoo, I feel old! 

Ha—seriously though, I often 

wonder what some customers 

are thinking, but that’s part of my 

job—to help them. Both myself 

and my awesome manager Tony 

spend a lot of time with customers 

and make sure they’re not rushing 

into anything and encourage them 

to think carefully, as we want them 

to get the best they can. When I 

was younger, I had no guidance 

and nobody ever discussed what 

would be best when it came 

to tattooing. That’s why I’m 

passionate about what I do—

people should be educated on body 

art, placement of tattoos, what 

works and what doesn’t. It’s just 

a matter of having bit of patience 

and having time for people.

I’M GOING TO LET YOU HAVE THE 
LAST WORD HERE—BECAUSE I 
KNOW THERE’S THINGS YOU WANT 
TO SAY OUT LOUD FOR THE WORLD 
TO HEAR. TAKE THE PEN… DO WHAT 
YOU GOTTA DO! IT’S ALL GOOD.
Well, I want to thank somebody 

for making my life different 

than it was before. When I got 

the opportunity to work for Bez, 

I was over the moon! I was so 

nervous and didn't feel like I was 

good enough to be working for 

someone who has got where he 

is today on his own terms. Seeing 

what he does and how hard he 

He’s encouraging and supportive 

of all my activities. He wants to 

see people do well and be happy—

he even held my hand when I was 

crying getting tattooed—I nearly 

broke it too! I know how lucky I 

am every day to have a great job 

and I couldn't think of anyone 

better to work alongside than him 

and Tony too. We work hard and 

we work well together.

I work with an amazing team 

and I'm proud to say it out loud 

right here.

Do you want this pen back?

If I look back to 16 years ago when 
I had my first tattoo, I feel old!

You can find the 
cast of characters 
mentioned here—
and Paula herself, 
naturally—at Triplesix 
Studios in Sunderland. 
Start here:
triplesixstudios.co.uk 
and you won’t go 
far wrong.
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N
iall Patterson has been 

searching out tattoo 

collectors, taking their 

photos and �nding out 

why they’re inked. So far, he has 

worked with 13 different men and 

women from across the UK. But 

where did it all begin?

“At �rst, I wanted to start this 

venture because of something 

I’d experienced myself,” Niall 

says. “When I decided to get my 

�rst tattoo, I was met with a lot 

of negative criticism. I wasn’t 

immersed in the tattoo industry 
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so I didn’t know too much about 

opinions on tattoos today. I was 

shocked to see there still seemed to 

be a lot of prejudice around tattoos 

and I wanted to meet some of the 

people who had experienced that.”

The main aim of Beauty Is Not 

Only Ink Deep is to change the 

perception of tattoos and give a 

voice to the people behind the ink. 

So many different characters have 

been part of Niall’s idea so far, all 

Niall Patterson has spent two years developing an original photography idea. To get under 
his skin, we shipped Beccy Rimmer to a studio in deepest Birmingham to be photographed 

as part of his project Beauty Is Not Only Ink Deep. 

LIFE IS

BEAUTIFUL

with a variety of experiences.

“Over the last few years I 

have heard love stories, drunken 

memories, future dreams and 

tales of discrimination and hurt. 

It’s been extraordinary seeing how 

tattoos mean such different things 

to different people.”

Those involved are also 

interviewed as part of the process 

and a selection of quotes are 

added alongside their �nal images 

24 LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL
PHOTO SPECIAL

I WAS SHOCKED TO SEE THERE STILL SEEMED TO BE A 
LOT OF PREJUDICE AROUND TATTOOS

BECCY RIMMER
“Tattoos have helped 
me live in the here and 
now, not think too much 
about the destination. 
Just enjoy the ride.”

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL PHOTO SPECIAL
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KAYLEIGH PEACH

PHOTO SPECIAL LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL
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CHARLIE HOLMES
"A person makes the tattoos, tattoos 
don't make the person." 

MIKE WILLIAMS
"I have had no cover ups, as I always think 
hard about what I want on me for life." 

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL PHOTO SPECIAL

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL
PHOTO SPECIAL
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on Niall’s Facebook page. As you 

read through the quotes, there’s 

a sense of that deep connection 

between person and ink, what it 

truly means to hold a tattoo on 

your body forever.

“One of the other important 

aspects I wanted to explore was 

the perception of beauty,” Niall 

adds. “Everyone is beautiful in their 

own way and tattoos are just an 

extension of each person’s beauty. 

Their beauty is not only ink deep.”

That’s been the biggest challenge 

for him so far, a photographer’s 

need to capture that beautiful, 

artistic quality of different tattoos 

whilst wanting the individual to 

be the most important aspect of 

the photo.

“I wanted to try something 

different. I wanted to focus on the 

tattoos but more importantly the 

emotion and experience behind 

each pair of eyes.”

I was nervous at �rst, being 

photographed to be part of the 

project. If you’re not familiar with 

a camera lens, it can be quite 

awkward, but Niall’s chilled-

out personality makes you feel 

comfortable. He’s surprised at 

how quickly people ease into it. “I 

thought they would be more shy 

actually, most of them have never 

done anything like this before. But 

they were all completely relaxed.”

It seems the one place tattooed 

people are comfortable, is 

within their own ink. “They are 

passionate about telling their own 

tattoo stories,” says Niall. “I want 

them to really feel that they are 

central to this project and it truly 

is about them.”

One of the main aims of Beauty 

Is Not Only Ink Deep and indeed 

Niall’s next step is to investigate 

book publishing opportunities. 

“The images do look great online 

but I think a book gives the chance 

for these big, bold, beautiful stories 

to really breathe. It gives them the 

space they deserve.”

I couldn’t grasp how on earth 

Niall had found time to do this 

creative endeavour, free-of-

charge, alongside a full-time job 

photographed to be part of the 

project. If you’re not familiar with 

a camera lens, it can be quite 

awkward, but Niall’s chilled-

out personality makes you feel 

comfortable. He’s surprised at 

how quickly people ease into it. “I 

thought they would be more shy 

actually, most of them have never 

done anything like this before. But 

they were all completely relaxed.”

people are comfortable, is 

within their own ink. “They are 

passionate about telling their own 

tattoo stories,” says Niall. “I want 

them to really feel that they are 

central to this project and it truly TATTOOS MEAN SUCH DIFFERENT THINGS TO DIFFERENT PEOPLE

ALICE WILLIAMS
"Sometimes I forget they 
are there and then someone 
will look at me funny and 
I remember, oh yeah, I'm a 
walking colouring book!" 

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL
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 CHARLOTTE HILL
"Being covered in art makes me feel more confident. I got diag-
nosed with a life threatening illness a few years ago that blew my 
confidence. Since I've started getting tattoos, I feel so much more 
confident and happy.”

SAM GROVES
"There wouldn't be such thing as beauty if we were all the same. 
Having tattoos is one way to make yourself unique in an artistic way." 

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL
PHOTO SPECIAL

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL PHOTO SPECIAL
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Skin Deep are 
giving two lucky 
readers the 
chance to be part 
of Beauty Is Not 
Only Ink Deep. 
Email editor@
skindeep.co.uk with 
your name, three 
pictures of yourself 
and your ink along 
with a paragraph 
about why you want 
to be part of this 
project… and we’ll 
be in touch.

You must be 
available to travel 
to the studio in 
Birmingham. Some 
other terms and 
conditions apply, 
but you can cross 
that bridge when 
you win. Until then… 
don’t worry about 
it! No soul selling 
involved - not to 
the best of our 
knowledge anyway.

and various other photography 

projects. “When it’s something 

you’re passionate about, you �nd a 

way,” he �ghts back. “I pull a lot of 

all-nighters to get things done!”

Just a day after my shoot with 

Niall, he’s been editing photos 

in his lunch breaks and sends 

a selection over to me by 2am 

the next morning. I’m asked to 

choose my favourite snaps. Niall 

encourages all of his tattooed 

clients to do this. “It makes sense 

that they should have that decision. 

They are the most important thing 

about this project, and I want them 

to take a real lead in it and have an 

input as much as possible.”

It’s the same with tattoo artists 

I suppose. They have an art, a 

vision, an idea, but there is always 

a client on the other side of it. An 

important individual guiding the 

process, who plays a big part in 

what the artist creates. They both 

leave having formed a relationship, 

having worked together to create 

a �nal product that will sit 

permanently in time.

And indeed, Niall’s reaction to 

this sounds similar to what I have 

heard many tattoo artists say… 

“The most rewarding part is seeing 

someone happy with the �nal 

result. That’s all that matters.” 

A few days after our interview, 

I sit down to write up my notes. 

A few times I have written down 

the same thing – a sentence that 

popped out of Niall’s mouth more 

than once. Each time that I tried 

to ask about his photography 

business, what he hoped the future 

would bring him, his history as an 

artist… he had the same response. 

“This project really isn’t about me, 

it’s about the people in it”

A picture speaks a thousand 

words, right?

Skin Deep are 
giving two lucky 
readers the 
chance to be part 
of Beauty Is Not 
Only Ink Deep. 
Email editor@
skindeep.co.uk with 
your name, three 
pictures of yourself 
and your ink along 
with a paragraph 
about why you want 

Skin Deep are Skin Deep are 

THE MOST REWARDING 
PART OF ALL THIS IS 
SEEING SOMEONE HAPPY

JAMES DEAKIN
"There aren't many things you can take to the grave, but tattoos are one!" 

LEE MERRICK
"Most of my tattoos 
have memories 
connected to my life 
and growing up." 

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL
PHOTO SPECIAL

PHOTO SPECIAL LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL
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INSURANCE FOR  
BODY PIERCERS & TATTOO ARTISTS

•  Premiums start from £79.50
•  Laser Tattoo Removal Insurance from £344.50
•  Buildings, contents, liability cover
•  Work away cover
•  Standalone mobile cover available
•  UK and Ireland coverage
•  Treatment cover available
•  Glass cover
•  Convention cover

GUIDANCE AND PROTECTION

To find out more or to obtain a quote contact Carl Tero

 

01604 615427 or 07713 558272

Email: carl.tero@insurance-world.co.uk

www.insurance-world.co.uk Insurance World is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

SOME OF THE FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF OUR COVER

BRAND NEW WEBSITE

w ww.ukbodypiercingsupplies.co.uk
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T
he 2014 Traditional Tattoo Expo ran 

from 28th to the 30th of November at 

the height of the monsoon season. I 

arrived in Kuching on the 27th excited 

to be taking part in a convention committed to 

promoting traditional machine free tattooing. 

Kuching is a small, vibrant city situated in the 

thick of the Borneo rainforest in the Sarawak 

state of Malaysian Borneo.

Borneo is a country dominated by lush 

rainforest, long winding rivers and ominous 

mountain peaks. The dense mountains are thick 

with foliage and remain inhospitable to humans 

prohibiting the destructive logging industry from 

damaging this unique eco system. The rest of the 

forest is not so fortunate and both animals and 

indigenous people have had their world damaged 

and polluted by the greed of the loggers.

I �rst went to Borneo in 2008. I spent time 

with members of the Iban tribe, living with them 

and learning about their culture. The Iban are 

a division of the Dayak peoples of Borneo who 

mainly inhabit the Sarawak of Malaysian Borneo. 

  Fade FX/Nacho Brown

HERE COMES
THE RAIN

The Traditional Tattoo Expo is a tattoo convention like no other.  
Held in Borneo at the end of November, the convention's aim is to 
celebrate body art by championing tribal tattoos and in doing so 

raise awareness of the dying art of traditional hand tapped tattooing. 
Hand tapped tattoo specialist Fade FX headed to the Borneo 

rainforest to explore this unique convention and to be tattooed by 
one of the last traditional Iban tribal tattooists.

Borneo

IT’S DIFFICULT FOR OUTSIDERS TO LEARN THE ART OF 
TRADITIONAL HAND TAPPED TATTOOING AS THE FEW 
ELDERLY TATTOOISTS WHO ARE STILL PRACTICING 
ARE RELUCTANT TO PASS ON THEIR SECRETS
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THE BRUTALITY OF THE 
LOGGING INDUSTRY
The logging industry is having 
devastating effects on Borneo’s 
unique rainforest ecosystem.  

Borneo is the world's third 
largest island totalling 1% of 
the world's land mass and 
contains approximately 6% 
of worldwide biodiversity. 
The island has already lost 
over half its rainforests and 
over the last 30 years the 
rate of deforestation has 
accelerated pushed by rapid 
industrialisation. The logging 
industry is largely responsible 
for the destruction but 
the picture is complicated 
by illegal logging and a 
drive to clear rainforest for 
lucrative palm oil plantations. 
With deforestation comes 
habitat destruction which 
impacts dramatically on 
animal populations and many 
species are being pushed to 
extinction. While progress 
has been made in protecting 
high profile animals such as 
the orang-utan more support 
is needed by the global 
community if Borneo’s unique 
primary rainforest is to be 
saved for future generations.  

In Borneo, the ancient art of tattooing was lost 

for a generation as Christian culture displaced 

the traditional Iban way of life. It’s dif�cult for 

outsiders to learn the art of traditional hand 

tapped tattooing as the few elderly tattooists who 

are still practicing are reluctant to pass on their 

secrets. On this trip to Borneo however, my plan 

was not only to work at the convention but to get 

tattooed by one of the last tribal elders skilled in 

the ancient arts.

The Borneo Traditional Tattoo Expo is now in 

its third year and continues to grow in popularity 

with both tattooists and members of the public 

looking for a unique body art experience. How 

many other conventions can boost the fact they 

are held in the middle of a tropical rainforest?

On the �rst day of the convention I set my stall 

up and prepared to tattoo my close friend Akasha 

to demonstrate how my training in traditional 

Borneo handed tapped tattoos had in�uenced 

my machine based geometric dot work tattoos. 

The only problem was there was no electricity 

on site. Borneo tattoo conventions are very 

different to the corporate affairs held in Europe. 

The electricians were clearly operating on what 

the locals jokingly called ‘Borneo time’. They had 

been booked to be there at 7am to ensure all the 

artists had power before the convention opened 

but didn’t arrive until 2pm. Back in the UK this 

would have spelled disaster but the convention 

organisers where completely unperturbed. This 

relaxed kind of scheduling is normal in Borneo 

and things very much happen when they happen 

letting people be detached from expectation and 

rushing around strict timetables.

Day one of the convention was closed to the 

public and was an artist only day. Due to the 

lack of power I spent most of the time at the 

bar making new friends and reacquainting with 

old. Despite the small size of the convention 

and the fact it is held in the middle of a tropical 

rainforest, the artist roster featured people 

from all over the world. The cosmopolitan party 

atmosphere, alcohol and jungle humidity were 

a heady mix and the day ended with Akasha, a 

strict vegan, drinking a ladle of moonshine which 

BORNEO IS A COUNTRY 
DOMINATED BY LUSH 

RAINFOREST, LONG WINDING 
RIVERS AND OMINOUS 

MOUNTAIN PEAKS
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contained a pickled crocodile penis. The evening 

was a blur of pulsating music, cigar smoke and 

night swimming.

I awoke the next day feeling surprising sprightly 

despite only 3 hours sleep. We arrived at the 

convention late by westerns standards but early 

when operating on Borneo time. The power was 

on today and as I applied the stencil to Askasha’s 

shoulder, monsoon rain started hammering down 

on the canvas above us. The water ran like a river 

under our feet and all over everything including 

the electrics. Tattooists downed tools and hastily 

moved equipment out of the path of the water. 

The power had to be cut for about 3 hours so we 

didn’t get electrocuted. This meant the bar was 

very busy once again. The artists where unfazed 

by the monsoon interlude and hand tapped 

tattoos were thus the focus of the day

Later with the power restored, I completed 

Akasha’s cubist industrial mandala tattoo. 

Afterwards, I met my good tattooist friend Boy 

Skrang and his 72 year old uncle. Uncle Aki 

Skrang was the last of the elders from Boys Village 

on Skrang river that could tattoo in the ancient 

tribal style. He remembers tribal life before the 

missionaries arrived and began the destruction of 

the traditional way of life.

Boy Skrang had arranged for his uncle to tattoo 

me, which was a real honour considering his skill 

and artistic heritage. I was excited to be receiving 

THE WATER 
RAN LIKE A 

RIVER UNDER 
OUR FEET - 

TATTOOISTS 
DOWNED 

TOOLS AND 
HASTILY 
MOVED 

EQUIPMENT 
OUT OF THE 
PATH OF THE 

WATER
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a tattoo off a tribal elder but my anxiety began 

to pick up as the old man tried to draw a �sh 

hook on my ankle with an upside down biro. Boy 

laughed and told him to put his glasses on. At this 

point I started to realise the legend I was getting 

tattooed by was an old blind man!

Once we were happy with the marked on tattoo, 

Boy set up the tools for his uncle which were 

simply two sticks with a needle attached at the 

end of one of them. This may sound extremely 

primitive compared to modern, electric tattoo 

machines but this simple technology is capable of 

producing beautiful delicate designs.

Aki Skrang may have been using traditional 

techniques but he employed modern needles 

and inks. Traditionally sharpened pigs teeth were 

used as needles and the inks were a mixture of 

the burnt carbon from the bottom of cooking pots 

and heated animal fat. Hygiene concerns stopped 

us going fully traditional and his tools were a 

happy marriage of ancient and modern.

We sat on rattan matts, the jungle �oor 

warming us from beneath, and the tribal elder 

began the painstaking ancient process of hand 

tapped tattooing. It was fascinating watching 

him work and an honour for him to come out 

of retirement to execute one of the last tattoos 

done by an Iban tribesman of the traditional 

generation. His eye sight may have been fading 

and his hands may have not been as steady as in 

CANNIBALS, HEAD HUNTERS 
AND TATTOOED SHAMAN
The Iban tribe are part of the 
Dayak peoples of Malaysian 
Borneo. The majority of Ibans’ 
are located in the Sarawak 
region in the north west of 
the country. In ancient times 
the Iban were regarded 
as renowned warriors and 
feared head-hunters. The 
first European Christian 
missionaries brought back with 
them stories of human sacrifice, 
devil worship and cannibalism. 
These embellished stories 
of savagery and barbarism 
pushed the missionaries to 
subvert the Ibans’ tradition 
beliefs with western ideals. 
As a result the majority of 
modern Ibans’ are Christians 
but the many still practice the 
old ways and there is a push 
to keep traditional culture 
alive and relevant for the next 
generation. Tattooing is a key 
part of their historic belief 
system and tattoos most o�en 
represents significant life 
events or are used to bestow 
magical protection. Warriors 
are allowed to have their necks 
tattooed if they have killed an 
enemy and despite the spread 
of Christianity in the more 
remote regions of Borneo tribal 
warfare and head hunting still 
erupts from time to time.  

MY ANXIETY BEGAN 
TO PICK UP AS THE 
OLD MAN TRIED TO 
DRAW A FISH HOOK 
ON MY ANKLE WITH 
AN UPSIDE DOWN 
BIRO. BOY LAUGHED 
AND TOLD HIM TO 
PUT HIS GLASSES ON

MY ANXIETY BEGAN 
TO PICK UP AS THE 
OLD MAN TRIED TO 
DRAW A FISH HOOK 
ON MY ANKLE WITH 
AN UPSIDE DOWN 
BIRO. BOY LAUGHED 
AND TOLD HIM TO 
PUT HIS GLASSES ON
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his youth but for me it was a magical moment. 

I felt he was passing the hand tapped tattoo 

torch to me and I felt pride to be part of a new 

generation of tattooists keeping Iban culture alive.

On the last day of the convention the rains 

came again. While the tent began to �ood and 

water dripped from the ceiling I tattooed Anika, 

a German female tattooist who was also working 

the convention. Anika had booked in with me 

the previous day and had asked me to tattoo her 

head. As the thunder rumbled overhead Anika 

sat like an absolute trooper and I didn’t hear a 

peep out of her. I was in my element doing her 

tattoo even while getting rained on. Sat in the 

jungle tattooing during the monsoon rains was 

an atmospheric experience and highlighted how 

special the Traditional Tattoo Expo is.

Much has changed in Borneo since Europeans 

arrived with their technologies, culture and 

beliefs. It is a mixed blessing. No one would want 

to take away the bene�ts modern medicine, 

education and sanitation have brought to the 

Iban community but the erosion of their culture 

and the destruction of their environment have 

caused cataclysmic change.

The old ways may be gone but the heart of Iban 

tattooing heritage lives on in the passions of the 

new generation of hand tapped tattooists and in 

the celebration of tattooing that is the Traditional 

Tattoo Expo.

MUCH HAS CHANGED 
IN BORNEO SINCE 
EUROPEANS 
ARRIVED WITH THEIR 
TECHNOLOGIES, 
CULTURE AND BELIEFS. IT 
IS A MIXED BLESSING.
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‘T
here’s an artist called 

Dave McKean,’ he 

explains as we meet 

for sushi somewhere 

between Dan’s attendance of 

Tattoo Jam, where he ran some 

artist workshops, a guest spot at 

Cardiff’s Physical Graf�ti and his 

appearance at SCARdiff Horror 

Expo. ‘McKean’s a British artist, did 

a lot of comic book work including 

the Black Orchid graphic novel with 

Neil Gaiman. His usual medium 

is water colour but when he does 

realism, it looks like a photograph. 

And yet even he said “I don’t want 

to do pure realism because we have 

cameras for that now.” For McKean, 

and I would agree, hyperrealism 

defeats the purpose of what an 

artist sets out to do. It may be 

impressive but it’s more of a skill as 

opposed to art.’

This is something that Dan 

himself had to learn over his �fteen 

years in the business. ‘When I �rst 

started out, I wanted to cram every 

detail I possibly could into a piece,’ 

he admits. ‘But I realised over time 

ABSOLUTE REALITY?
Hyperrealism is the new darling of the tattoo world. With a hyperrealism piece, we don’t 

see the artist as much as the art: what impresses us, perhaps, is the fact that it sometimes 
doesn’t even look like a tattoo at all; it looks more like a photograph. But is that always a 

good thing? Veteran realism guy Dan Henk doesn’t think so… 
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DAN HENK
danhenk.com

facebook.com/deadguyllc
Twitter: @DanHenk

instagram.com/danhenk

that you need to let the art breathe. 

The detail actually does a lot more 

if there’s some loose stuff around. 

If everything’s detailed, it’s like 

Where’s Waldo.’

Elaborating further, Dan cites 

some more in�uences within 

�ne art. One guy he’s particularly 

drawn to is fellow American Frank 

Frazetta who painted such greats 

as John Carter from Mars and 

“I DON’T WANT TO DO PURE REALISM 
BECAUSE WE HAVE CAMERAS FOR 
THAT NOW.” DAVE MCKEAN
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Conan the Barbarian. ‘If you look 

at his stuff, it’s kind of surreal,’ 

Dan enthuses. ‘It doesn’t look 

photoshopped; you can see his 

paintbrush in there. This looser 

approach by Frazetta allows the 

viewer’s mind to do the work, 

opening up and imagining this 

artist as well as the art. But he’s 

quick to correct me: for Dan, there 

is no such thing as true realism. 

‘Realism is all about your own 

perspective and how you see stuff 

because we all see stuff through 

a different world view; what your 

experiences have been; what you 

whole world. I want my stuff to 

have that feel: an image done in my 

own style as opposed to a straight-

up photocopy.’

I ask Dan if that’s what true 

realism is to him, then: a piece 

of art that has its own distinctive 

personality, where you can see the 

IF YOU LOOK AT FRAZETTA, IT’S KIND OF 
SURREAL. IT DOESN’T LOOK PHOTOSHOPPED; 
YOU CAN SEE HIS PAINTBRUSH IN THERE
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believe. Everything feeds into it so 

everyone sees realism a little bit 

different. And with Frazetta, I can 

see a primal energy coming out.’

I see a similar energy to Dan’s 

work. Maybe it’s his love of all 

things horror, Dan being a longtime 

fan of the genre – that certainly 

in�uences the type of work he 

takes on. But the pop psychologist 

within me would suggest there’s 

more than that at play: this is a 

man who’s been dealt some very 

bad hands in life. 2001 saw Dan 

get diagnosed with brain cancer, 

undergoing surgery, chemotherapy 

and radiation treatment, as well 

as intensive rehabilitation, to 

beat such.  Then six years later, 

Dan’s wife, Monica, was killed in a 

motorcycle accident by a hit and 

run driver who was never found. 

Throw in a religious upbringing, 

which he’s long since rejected, as 

well as bouts of homelessness and 

you could understand why his style 

and subject matter leans towards 

the dark side.

It’s not something Dan wants 

to overthink and certainly 

not something he feels to be 

a contrived or even conscious 

element within his work. For Dan, 

it’s just about being yourself and 

allowing your own muse to come 

out naturally. ‘At art college, we’d 

be doing life drawing and I’d try to 

paint the model and the teacher 

would say, “I love how you did it in 

your own style.” And I’d be, “What 

style? I just tried to paint it as I saw 

it, as realistically as I could.”’ 

This principle of allowing your 

art to evolve naturally is something 

that Dan learned from other 

masters before him, in particular 

one H.R. Giger. For the uninitiated, 

Giger was a surrealist best known 

for his groundbreaking set design 

work on the horror �lm franchise, 

Aliens. You’ll know his work even if 

you don’t know Giger: he’s that kind 

of artist. But, again, none of it was 

contrived. “Giger arrived at what he 

does organically,” Dan tells me. “And 

you can see that in his work. I think 

if you set out and you have some 

goals, but ultimately you’re happy 

to go where the wind leads you - let 

this in�uence or that in�uence talk 

to you - as time goes by, you realise 

the wisdom of that.”

For Dan, that’s part of the problem 

within tattooing right now. Artists 

are too focused on their peers, 

constantly trying to outdo each other 

to make the most realistic tattoo, 

even if the art gets lost along the 

way. Again, Dan points to the wider 

art community, hoping tattoo artists 

might be able to take a leaf out of 

their books. ‘Jeffrey Jones did a lot 

Throw in a religious upbringing, 

which he’s long since rejected, as 

well as bouts of homelessness and 

WHEN I FIRST STARTED OUT, I WANTED TO 
CRAM EVERY DETAIL I POSSIBLY COULD INTO 
A PIECE BUT I REALISED OVER TIME THAT YOU 
NEED TO LET THE ART BREATHE
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of book covers around 

the same time as Frank 

Frazetta. Jones is even 

looser, a little more 

surreal than Frazetta, 

but he’s amazing and 

Frazetta respected 

him greatly: he said 

really complimentary 

stuff about his work 

and I think that was 

because Jones was 

doing something 

original and different 

to Frazetta. Likewise, 

when it comes to what inspires 

me, I don’t look for artists who do a 

similar style to mine. My favourite 

artists do something totally 

different to what I do, something 

that I look at and think, “Oh I wish I 

could do that.”’

Parvainis from Lithuania, and so 

many more. Patrick Jones, Ashley 

Woods, John Harris and Donota 

Giancola blow my mind with 

their painting. And I could go on, 

endlessly listing artists and writers 

I like. People that are unique and 

pushed their own vision to get to 

where they are today.” One thing’s 

for certain, Dan will continue to 

push himself to be the best that he 

can be regardless of the cost. “Life is 

a rocky road,” he quips. “But you got 

to follow your muse.”

Moving forward, Dan’s own 

muse has led him into writing, 

several published works of �ction 

under his belt and two further 

releases scheduled for later this 

year: The Black Seas of In�nity 

through Permuted Press and 

Down Highways in the Dark… 

By Demons Driven through 

Damnation Books. Tattoo-wise, 

he’s been branching out to other 

forms of realism, such as space 

exploration, and it’s something 

he’s really enjoying. But it won’t 

end there. 

Dan is always open to new 

inspiration, wherever it may come 

from. “There are amazing people 

doing some cutting edge work out 

there. Tattoo artists from Russia 

like Ilya and Dimitri Samohin, Javier 

Antunez from the US, Domantas 

I THINK IF YOU SET OUT AND YOU HAVE SOME 
GOALS, BUT ULTIMATELY YOU’RE HAPPY TO GO 
WHERE THE WIND LEADS YOU—AS TIME GOES 

BY, YOU REALISE THE WISDOM OF THAT
of book covers around 

the same time as Frank 

Frazetta. Jones is even 

looser, a little more 

surreal than Frazetta, 

but he’s amazing and 

Frazetta respected 

him greatly: he said 

really complimentary 

stuff about his work 

and I think that was 

because Jones was 

doing something 

original and different 

to Frazetta. Likewise, 

when it comes to what inspires 
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CHOOSE YOUR WEAPON

BROTHERS IN ARMS
The UK’s favourite tattoo magazines are

now available on iPad, iPhone and Android devices

www.skindeep.co.uk www.skinshots.co.uk

Skin Deep and its sister title, Skin Shots, are now available on iPad, iPhone,
Kindle Fire and a mix of other Android devices.*

Each app includes a free issue to get you going and if you subscribe
you can save £21.36 on the cover price.**
* To see if your Android device is compatible with the app, download the free issue.

** Relates to Skin Deep. Price correct at time of publication.
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One look at the work coming from this special 
studio in Austria and the boss disapeared into 
a world of his own, muttering something about 
how one day, ‘all tattoo studios will embrace this 
ethos’. Nicky Connor steps in to ful�l the dream:

I
n the heart of the old town of Graz in Austria, Carola and 

Sabrina Deutsch run DECASA Kreativestudio. Driven from 

a desire for self-ful�lment and artistic freedom, and after a 

lifetime of working together, they founded the business in 

2012. They chose the name DECASA by combining their initials.

The studio specialised in the realisation of creative ideas 

in graphic design, tattoos and art. Their tattoo style is 

watercolour and sketch tattoos, combining graphic illustrative 

outlines with vivid muted shades. With each commission they 

aspire to a great attention to detail and enjoy projects that 

combine both their graphical knowhow and artistic creativity.

The running of DECASA is split equally, Sabrina is 

responsible for the business part of the company. Her focus is 

on organisation, marketing and technical preparation. Carola 

adds the artistic strand and is the creative mind of DECASA: 

“Artistic expression and new ideas are what we focus on. The 

new extraordinary path we chose to take is our dream and we 

are happy to light the energy for dreams and ideas in other 

people.” Her individual style can be found in her paintings, 

artworks and tattoos, which are all results of her ongoing 

creative process and artistic explorations.

Before forming DECASA, the sisters both had an artistic 

background, and both attended art school. After �nishing their 

studies both have experiences of working in different creative 
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have been able to build upon and 

develop in both their adult and 

professional lives. “20 years ago 

our parents were sure that we 

will create something together 

one day”—although Carola and 

Sabrina did not always believe 

this. In 2012 they had the idea for 

DECASA and could not let it go. 

So they decided to take a leap of 

faith and started the business,

Carola has been working as 

worked on projects together, 

they drew painted and developed 

designs and ideas together.

They have always got along 

well and compliment each other 

perfectly. Something that they 

industries. Carola attended a 

masters in painting and this gave 

her contact with tattooing, which 

she fell in love with it and the 

rest spiralled from there. From 

childhood the sisters have always 

Artistic expression and new ideas are what we focus 
on. The new extraordinary path we chose to take is 
our dream and we are happy to light the energy for 
dreams and ideas in other people

SISTERS OF MERCY ARTIST INTERVIEW
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SISTERS OF MERCY

a tattoo artist for three years 

and has just won the newcomer 

contest 2014 of the German 

Tätowier Magazin (see box copy). 

Developing her own tattoo style 

was a long process, it began with 

a desire to depict movement in 

her tattoo designs and gradually 

developed into the dynamic and 

colourful work she produces 

today. Her aim is to create 

dynamic sketches that �ow with 

the body. Personally, I love the 

way she creates a layered effect 

in her work, combining the soft 

�uid water colour elements with 

ink outlines that �ow as if they 

are drawn on paper. Her use 

of white and texture give her 

work both a contemporary and 

timeless feel. Carola’s inspiration 

is varied and comes from art and 

the environment especially the 

Futurist movement, promoting 

modernism and drama while 

embracing technology. In addition 

to this she also gets inspiration 

from the more every day, friends, 

conversations and experiences: 

“My love of art is the power 

that lets me create each tattoo 

individually and with the highest 

WINNING AWARDS
Working as a 
tattoo artist for 
three years, Carola 
was eligible to 
enter the 2014 
newcomer contest 
of the German 
Tätowier Magazin, 
the contest is very 
popular in Germany, 
Austria and 
Switzerland. A�er 
submitting images 
of her designs and 
artwork the panel 
put her forward for 
the month of public 
online voting. She 
was then delighted 
to learn she had won 
the contest with 
her beautiful work 
and was very happy 
to take the victory 
home for Austria.

ARTIST INTERVIEW
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I adore Chaim Machlev for his 

approach and his play with the 

body.” Carola also has her own 

fair share of ink and her favourite 

piece is by Marie Kraus, which 

again is another artist who’s 

style she �nds very inspiring. 

When she started her tattoo 

career Carola �rstly worked with 

traditional tattoo machines. Now 

however, she chooses to work with 

Cheyenne and likes them a lot.

inspired from the avant grade 

masters from France and also 

the amazing geometric designs 

coming from Berlin: “Inspiring 

examples concerning creative 

realisation are Xoil and Niko Inko. 

creativity. Fascinating new ideas 

and artistic expression always 

make my colourful heart leap.”

Looking to the global tattoo 

stage there are many artists 

Carola likes and admires, she is 

My love for art is the power that lets me create each 
tattoo individually and with the highest creativity. 
Fascinating new ideas and artistic expression 
always make my colourful heart leap

SISTERS OF MERCY ARTIST INTERVIEW
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THE STUDIO
The DECASA Kreativestudio is set 

in the centre of the town down 

winding narrow streets in the 

beautifully preserved district with 

decorative facades. Graz is the 

second largest city in Austria and 

is 120 miles southwest of Vienna. 

The studio itself is homely and 

modern with dark plush furniture 

and white walls. Large windows 

�ood the space with light and 

the walls are adorned with art. 

The studio diary does not run 

�xed opening hours and so does 

not have walk-in customers. 

All appointments are made in 

advance, this allows DECASA 

to construct a calm creative 

ambiance and give customers an 

undisturbed relaxed private visit.

The studio focus is individual 

themes and free artistic 

expression. In the creative studio 

they offer a stress-free and 

informal atmosphere. One off 

pieces of design are produced for 

each client based on their ideas 

and each motif is drawn and 

tattooed once as unique artwork. 

Inspiring examples concerning creative realisation 
are Xoil and Niko Inko. I adore Chaim Machlev for his 
approach and his play with the body too
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running of DECASA, although 

she does undertake some graphic 

design and marketing work, she 

sees Carola as the creative

“I’m the technical part in our 

cooperation and responsible for 

marketing, organisation, editing, 

web, and common advertising 

graphic. The artistic part is 

de�nitely Carola.”

I did ask her if she had 

contemplated tattooing in the 

and appointment is �xed they 

continue to communicate by email 

and a draft tattoo drawing is sent 

two days before the appointment. 

This allows any modi�cations to 

be discussed via phone. So that 

all is set and ready for the day. 

DECASA also gives their clients 

extensive advice on aftercare.

On the �ip side of the coin, 

Sabrina is the business brain 

and takes care of the day to day 

“We specialised in individual 

tattoo art and realise each idea 

with focus on the detail in our 

own style. The love of art is our 

driving power to create special 

unique tattoos.”

When looking to arranging 

a tattoo, the usual process is 

by initial email, where clients 

present their desired theme, 

using a pre-designed form to 

describe their idea. Once an idea 

A VARIED 
PORTFOLIO
Tattooing is only 
part of DECASA’s 
creative output, 
with graphic design 
and gallery projects 
also part of their 
portfolio. Each art 
exhibition is very 
individual, the 
studio usually is 
approached about 
collaborations and 
participates with 
the projects that 
interested them. 
They find other 
creative projects 
both challenging 
and enriching, but 
available time is 
limited due to the 
high demand for 
their tattoos. At 
present Carola 
really enjoying 
working on large 
scale collaborations.
“These days I like 
huge wall projects 
most, I find the 
different locations 
really interesting 
because there is no 
traditional space 
gallery and every 
project is like my 
tattoos both unique 
and adapted.”

We specialise in individual tattoo art and 
realise each idea with focus on the detail in 
our own style. The love of art is our driving 
power to create special, unique tattoos

SISTERS OF MERCY ARTIST INTERVIEW
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past, but Sabrina is happy to leave 

that side of the work to Carola

“I admire Carola’s art work, 

but I know that I do not have the 

artistic potential and the patience 

for tattooing.”

Tattooing is only part of 

DECASA’s creative output, with 

graphic design and gallery 

projects also part of their 

portfolio. At DECASA, all art forms 

are part of their creative process 

and they feel each project informs 

and enriches each other “In our 

opinion all project in�uence 

and complement each other. 

Sometimes cool tattoos accrue 

from new art ideas and the other 

way round. The diversity of our 

work broadens our horizon.”

At this stage in their journey, 

the sisters enjoy working with 

other designers and creatives on 

projects and are always being 

approached to expand their team 

and are sure that when the time is 

right they will do so but are happy 

working as a partnership for now. 

Always guided by their instinct 

and a passion for what they do, 

they feel no need to make big 

future plans but are happy to live 

in the present and see where the 

journey takes them.

And that’s just as art should 

truly exist.

In our opinion all project influence 
and complement each other. 
Sometimes cool tattoos accrue 
from new art ideas and the other 
way round. The diversity of our 
work broadens our horizon

Carola Deutsch
CEO—Art & Tattoo

Sabrina Deutsch
CEO—Design & Marketing

DECASA Kreativstudio Graz
Franziskanerplatz 7/2, 8010 
Graz / AUSTRIA
decasa.at
office@decasa.at
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When the opportunity rose to work with photographer Julia Lisnyak and her
photographic footage of (the always controversial) facial tattoos in St Petersburg,

who are we to turn the other cheek
  Julia Lisnyak

FACE THE
STRANGE

FACE THE STRANGE SPECIAL FEATURE
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"T
he story starts with one of my teen-
age friends, Stepan. He came to visit and 
showed me a brand new tattoo around his 
neck. There was a proud caption: ‘cut here’. 

I told him that I didn’t like it because it’s a really pro-
vocative thing.

Six months later, I met him in the street and I saw the 
addition of ‘I hate you’ on his forehead. I asked him if 
he ever considered how it looks to other people and his 
answer was “I don’t care”. It was a challenge. A protest.

Since then, I’ve started to pay a lot more atten-

tion towards people with face tattoos. One can easily 
change clothes to hide body tattoos or take out some 
piercings but a face tattoo is something else.

Over the course of the project, I found many similari-
ties between each subject: You should be prepared to 
come across judgmental glances and you might have 
serious problems with �nding a job because you’re not 
like others—you did this to yourself, it was your choice.

Ultimately, I simply tried to �nd out what stands 
behind this challenge to society and decipher what 
messages they want to spread.”

� Marianna∆24
ADVERTISING SPECIALIST, SELLS COLOR CONTACT LENSES

“I had my first tattoo done at 15. Got one on my face at 19. My parents don’t mind, they’re used to it. 
I didn’t like my eyebrows and decided to have something unusual instead. People react differently, 
o�en asking me why I did this. I normally say that I just like it this way. Overall, people are positive 
and curious, asking me a lot of questions but recently I went to donate blood for my friend who 
was in hospital and the nurses refused to take my blood.”

� Yevgeny∆29
“I work as a bouncer at bars, can’t really get 
hired anyplace else. I had my face tattooed 
about 2-3 years ago. The boots on my cheeks I 
had done for the 15th anniversary of becoming 
a skinhead. The cross on my forehead means 
‘crucified by society’—also from the skinhead 
culture. Once I came to Moscow for my father’s 
funeral and on the subway some Dagestan guys 
approached me and asked what it said on my 
head. I said—you can read yourself. They started 
threatening me, so I had to take out my hand-
gun. They said that I’m a wimp and le� the train.”

SPECIAL FEATURE FACE THE STRANGE
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� Sasha SOn∆25
Sasha is a photographer and now learning to be a tattoo artist herself. It’s hard to find a conventional job because of her looks and she’s currently unemployed.

“The first tattoo I had when I was 17, and the first facial tattoo at 21 when I had my eyebrows done. My parents were OK with that but mom still 
worries how other people might react. The reaction I get from others varies. Sometime people ask to have a photo with me but mainly I get a lot of 
angry and negative comments. Recently, I was at a clinic and ran into a nurse who worked in the x-ray department. She started talking about believing 
in God and was scared to touch me with her bare hands—she pointedly put her gloves on. Some people think I’m a Satanist, start crossing themselves 
and spitting. I plan to have my whole body tattooed by the time I’m old.”

www.skindeep.co.uk
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� Nika∆25
NIKE IS CURRENTLY UNEMPLOYED BUT HAS WORKED AS A MASSAGE 
THERAPIST, CAR SALESMAN AND A POLISHER AT A CAR SERVICE

“I got my first tattoo at 18—it was a pig face on my hand. At the time I 
knew that I wanted to tattoo the rest of my body and that I wouldn’t 
stop till my body is completely covered. My looks are a work in progress. 
I try to adjust them to match my inner world. I think differently. I’m a 
vegan, a raw-eater, I sleep on the floor and lie on broken glass. I write 
poetry and stories. The first tattoo on my face was a diamond on my 
chin; I thought that I wouldn’t do any more facial tattoos but then I got 
a dagger and a club, and on my eyelids I got the names of my son and 
nephew. My son lives with me and my mom helps out. She knows what 
kind of a person I am, she’s proud of me. My son has never seen me with 
a beer or cigarettes. We work out together.

“One time in Georgia, I was kicked out of a church. I went inside in a 
t-shirt, everyone started staring and I told my mom loudly that they were 
looking at me. I used to react very strongly to stuff like that but I’ve toned 
it down a lot now. Anyway, a priest came up to me and asked me to leave. 
In Georgia people have bad reactions to tattoos; here in St. Petersburg 
people are much more relaxed. The girls actually like it—if I’m walking in 
the summer in shorts and a sleeveless top, I get all the attention.”

� Devika Ivars∆22
THE FIRST TATTOO AT 15, FIRST FACIAL TATTOO AT 17

“That was my protest against college. Five years ago they started a witch 
hunt against young people that was different from the rest. I was perse-
cuted and humiliated in college. The administration called me out from 
classes and threatened me with the police or nuthouse. At some point I 
saw a photo of the American tattoo artist Kat Von D and she had stars on 
her face. On pure adrenaline I decided to get the same. The tattoo artist 
had never done any tattoos on a face, so he suggested pale white stars.
“I’ve never seen girls with tattooed faces in our town before. When I 
came back to school a�er summer vacation with this tattoo on my face, 
the administration was shocked but for some reason le� me alone. My 
tattoo artist asks me if I regret doing it, but I’ve never regretted it once, 
it’s my pride. I knew what I was doing, that it would make it harder for me 
to get a job, and that it would be hard to remove. Right now I’m work-
ing for a company that prints images onto clothes, before that I was a 
salesperson in sex-shops—I never had any problems getting hired there. 
I’ve also sold ice-cream and you know what’s interesting? I never got any 
negative reaction from people that bought ice-cream. Kids love to have 
their pictures taken with me, calling me auntie doll and princess.

“Recently: a guy came up to me at work asking me to marry him and 
within about an hour, some old man came to me, took a look and started 
crossing himself mumbling something. I just wished him all the best.”
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� IgOr HapkOv∆19
PHOTOGRAPHER

“The first tattoo I got on my arm when I was 17. A year later, I got a heart 
tattooed on my face because my girlfriend le� me and I was so hurt. 
People sometimes annoy me with their questions but most of the time 
I’m in my element. One time we went to a concert and some aggressive 
drunken guy started nagging my girlfriend about my tattoos, so she told 
him that the bird on the forehead means I crossed the equator. That shut 
him up. My parents were very negative about it in the beginning, thinking 
I’m an idiot to do this, but now they’re used to it and don’t bug me about 
it anymore—or maybe they just don’t give a fuck about me.

� Stepan∆17
STEPAN WORKS AT A FACTORY AND IS SOON TO TURN 18, AT 
WHICH TIME HE’S GOING TO ENLIST IN THE ARMY. BECAUSE OF 
HIS ‘ANTISOCIAL’ TATTOOS HE’LL BE ABLE TO SERVE ONLY IN 
THE CONSTRUCTION TROOPS.

“My friend that has been in the army told me that they’ll beat me up all 
the time for the first six months, but I’m not afraid. How do other people 
react? Normally nothing unusual. The old ladies start crossing themselves 
and the 40-50 year-old broads start yapping that the young people nowa-
days are not the way they used to be and that everything is bad in Ukraine. 
Yeah, because of my tattoos, why else. Everything in the world is going 
south because ‘where were his parents when he did it! Look at him, he’s 
painted like a tribesman!’ Mom is trying sanctions against me. She doesn’t 
give me money—she thinks it’s all about money. Like I’m a little kid, really.”

� 
STEPAN WORKS AT A FACTORY AND IS SOON TO TURN 18, AT 
WHICH TIME HE’S GOING TO ENLIST IN THE ARMY. BECAUSE OF 
HIS ‘ANTISOCIAL’ TATTOOS HE’LL BE ABLE TO SERVE ONLY IN 
THE CONSTRUCTION TROOPS.

“My friend that has been in the army told me that they’ll beat me up all 
the time for the first six months, but I’m not afraid. How do other people 
react? Normally nothing unusual. The old ladies start crossing themselves 
and the 40-50 year-old broads start yapping that the young people nowa
days are not the way they used to be and that everything is bad in Ukraine. 
Yeah, because of my tattoos, why else. Everything in the world is going 
south because ‘where were his parents when he did it! Look at him, he’s 
painted like a tribesman!’ Mom is trying sanctions against me. She doesn’t 
give me money—she thinks it’s all about money. Like I’m a little kid, really.”
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� ALEXANDER∆21
STUDENT (ART-DESIGN, TEACHING), WORKS AS A FREELANCE 
DESIGNER; HAD HIS FIRST TATTOO A YEAR AGO IN A SHAPE OF 
A PENTAGRAM

“I had to do it at the time, to separate myself from the majority. The first 
tattoo on my face said “punk rock”, it was over my eyebrow. I don’t care 
about looks, I’ve always tried to be in the minority even before grade 
school. My ‘condition’ spread slowly. When I was in the army, I realised 
that everyone is running in the same direction and I have to run along 
with them, there was no other way. But a�er I came back from the army 
I decided I no longer had to run with the rest. I designed all my tattoos. I 
want to destroy all stereotypes, like the people that look differently from 
everyone are dangerous or weird. I get great grades and at first, some of 
the professors were against my looks but later some started supporting me 
a�er they realised that this is my life philosophy and I can argue my point.

“I had something interesting happen a couple of months ago. An old 
lady in a kerchief was looking at me and for a while, I thought she was go-
ing to say something nasty but instead she smiled and said I was “painted 
like an Easter cake”. Many people look at me and cross themselves—
maybe they think I would sizzle and evaporate! The Chinese say that the 
people share only what they have a lot of—so if they’re spreading anger, 
that means they have a lot of it. My grandmother likes my tattoos; she 
calls them ‘dra�s’. My dad was against it in the beginning but then came 
around. I explained to him that this was my way. I’m from a small town and 
many people are shocked when they see me. Some think I’m a psycho but 
no-one really treats me with open malice. The kids are very curious and 
they like the way I look.”

� KAPITOLINA YOUNG∆37
“My name is Anna but sometime I write poetry and prose and Kapito-
lina Young is my pen name. I’m 37 but deep inside I’m still a teenager at 
times—and maybe even a teenage boy. Sometime I feel all of my 298 years.

“I spent a good half of my life working for the best magazines and news-
papers of St. Petersburg. I worked as an editor, proofreader and writer.

“Right now I have a son. I also work with the children in some families 
I know—it’s a tough science of working with the growing personalities, 
the science of patience and unconditional love. The first tattoo I got at 
21, before that I was into rock music but not very actively, mainly listening 
at home. Then, in 1998 I went all out—I met a bunch of people from the 
underground and embraced their lifestyle. Soon a�er, I got some piercing 
and tattoos, it was a way of expressing myself, they made me feel as a 
part of the underground. The first time I got two tattoos at once, even 
today people think I was crazy to do them. The first one is the logo of a 
cult punk band Exploited which looked like a stamp on my head, and the 
second one looked like a cut across my neck. The tribal tattoo on my tem-
ple I got in 2003. I totally think that all these images on my face were not 
only the subconscious (and conscious) desire to attract attention, stick 
out of the crowd, leave a trace in other people’s souls, but also stamp 
myself with a stigma of sorts—to convey the image of a martyr, a crazy 
person or a black sheep—it’s hard to be a maverick in our society, you can 
get knocked on a head with a baseball bat.

“If you can believe it, inside I’m anything but brave. I’m very timid, so�, 
vulnerable and very sensitive to any negative comments. I’ve been mis-
taken for a gay person and a transvestite. I’ve been asked what sect I be-
long to. Some thugs attacked me and threatened me with a beating and 
even a killing. And of course I get loads of ‘why’ and ‘what for questions 
from well-meaning but curious people—from teenagers to old ladies. I’ve 
heard all kinds of things yelled at me on the street—from nasty comments, 
foul words and insults to “wow, this is awesome!” and “look, Auntie Punk!” 
from the school kids in my neighborhood. Now I’m getting close to 40 
and I’m a mom of a five-year-old boy. I guess my looks have toned down 
now that I’m older, I don’t look as flashy as when I was young.”
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� ILYA GUBAREV∆28
WORKS AS AN MC

“When I was twelve, I did my first abstract tattoo on my leg with a guitar string and a Walkman motor. That was in Tolyatti, a provincial town. My par-
ents still don’t know about that. About five years ago I started tattooing my face and it’s still a work in progress. For me, first of all it’s a way to express 
myself and then a protective barrier: the tattoo is like a filter that casts aside the people that judge you only by the way you look. The reaction I get 
from people varies from admiration to open aggression—so much so that I have to carry a gun. One time when we were on tour, I got assaulted by a 
bunch of thugs. I was alone and there were a lot of them so I had to fire at their feet to protect myself and scare them away. But the tattoos also made 
me popular and famous in my field. I’m o�en recognised in bars and get free drinks.”
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� ANDREY GRADIN∆31
COPY-WRITER, CREATES WEB CONTENT

“I had the first tattoo on my face when I was 17. The first time it got 
screwed up, had to re-do it a couple of times. I think I’m a clown. I don’t 
care for society or any rules. I want to walk around naked. I have a lot 
of tattoos all over my body. Of course people always judge you by the 
way you look, so when they see me they think I’m an idiot and are totally 
against me, but a half-hour later their opinion changes as they realise that 
I’m not only a normal human being but intellectual to boot. Once a year 
I do a pilgrimage to a monastery for at least three months, usually in the 
winter. One time during a service, Father Pankraty, the Abbot, saw me 
and asked what this person with tattoos and piercings all over was doing 
at a monastery and they told him that I’m a punk. So he goes—OK, let him 
stay, at least he’s entertaining, because all the others are the same… grey 
and dull.”

� KONSTANTIN∆26
GARDENER AND MUSICIAN

“The first tattoo I got at 17—total spur of a moment, I just wanted to get a 
tattoo. The first one on my face I got in 2007, it was the number 77—which 
symbolised a year and the first wave of punk rock. My family members 
don’t care much: ‘it’s your skin—you can fuck with it however you please’. 
Other people on the street don’t pay too much attention either but some 
think it’s SS instead of 77 and do a ‘seig heil’.”

� SEREZHA VORON∆26
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER, WORKS IN BANK TRANSFERS

“The first tattoos I had done at 14. My parents are used to this, I can even 
go and show a new tattoo to my mom to get her opinion. When I sent 
my resume with a photo to the bank they thought it was someone else’s 
photo from the web and were surprised to find out that it was a real 
photo, but they hired me nevertheless. The tattoos do have a meaning 
but it’s something very private, I don’t want to talk about it. I also work as 
a model in clothes advertising. People normally don’t care about my tat-
toos or maybe I just don’t pay attention to their reaction because I don’t 
care about those people…”

SPECIAL FEATURE FACE THE STRANGE
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� SANYA AISIN∆25
SHOE SALESMAN. AFTER HIGH SCHOOL STUDIED MEDICINE FOR 
TWO YEARS, THEN WENT TO A BEAUTY SCHOOL TO BE A HAIR 
DRESSER, GOT BORED AND DROPPED OUT.

“My face is tattooed with the phrase ‘Young till I die’, I just like the way 
it sounds. This is from a song by the band Seven Seconds. I applied for 
a bunch of jobs but they didn’t hire me, saying I needed to change my 
appearance, so I decided to do this tattoo and I plan to have more tattoos 
on my face. The first tattoo I had was on my neck. It said ‘people shit’—I 
was 18 and I never had it finished. Old ladies cross themselves when they 
see me, but the girls dig it. They start smiling and it’s easier to break the 
ice. Mom said I’m a moron. She’s a Major in the military and has worked in 
prisons so she doesn’t like tattoos in general but despite that, she’s on my 
side and even protected me when I got reprimanded for my looks back in 
high school. We get along really well.”

� TIMUR∆25
GRAPHIC ARTIST; THE FIRST TATTOO WAS ON THE FACE A 
YEAR AGO

“A lot of the characters in my drawings are cyborgs; they have some ele-
ments of plants or animals. They have ornaments on their faces. I decided 
I wanted to look like my characters. My mom was completely against it 
at first, didn’t want to tell the rest of the relatives. My grandma still has 
no idea, she lives far away. I designed my tattoo myself, measured it and 
drew on my own face—and now it’s a part of me. The girls get scared, but 
my girlfriend likes it a lot. The tattoo makes people think that I work in 
some non-traditional field. People photograph me a lot. My tattoos are a 
source of inspiration. I have a black and red tattoo right on the white of 
my right eye—I did it a year ago a�er I saw the same tattoo on another 
person. It was hard to find a tattoo artist who would agree to do it, it 
was his first time to tattoo on the eye. It was scary and painful but I stuck 
with it. Usually people don’t think it’s a tattoo, when they realise that it is, 
they’re shocked.”

FACE THE STRANGE SPECIAL FEATURE
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� SASHA∆35
WORKS AS A TATTOO ARTIST

“I don’t want to answer the standard questions—no one is interested in 
that. Who would remember this? For me tattoos are the body design. 
Somebody cares about the design of a car or clothes, and for me the 
main object of interest is the body. My grandma liked the tattoos but said 
that maybe I could’ve had a bit less of them. One time Lera (Sasha`s wife) 
was tattooing different words on my leg and our friend stopped by and 
tattooed a word too. Then we knocked on the door of our neighbour—an 
old lady, she was cooking dumplings in her kitchen. She’s 80 but she 
agreed to come and also tattooed a word on my leg!”

� KIRILL KALUGIN∆22
FORMER STUDENT, UNEMPLOYED

“I did my own tattoos on my body a year ago, I wanted it that way. I tat-
tooed a Dr Martens boot, an ice cream and a lollipop. But the facial tattoo 
I’ve thought through long and hard, I wanted to have an eye tattooed—it’s 
a symbol of Shiva, the destroyer god. I read the book by Plutser-Sarno 
about the prison tattoos. He wrote that the body is the main value in the 
modern society. So when you have a tattoo on an open part of your body 
it is viewed as a sacrilege, like the dollar sign that Brener drew on the 
Malevich’s painting.

“People o�en tell me that I’ll be in trouble if I get into prison with these 
tattoos. Here in Russia the prison culture is very strong. I tell them that 
I’m an LGBT activist and the tattoos would be the least of my troubles in 
a prison. One time a guy approached me and asked if I meditated, and 
then said to just ‘do my thing and not to listen to anyone’. I can have this 
tattoo removed but that would be a different me. Just like before this 
tattoo I was a different person. I like that it’s a symbol, like an action for 
transmitting certain information. I can put a different meaning into this 
symbol, depending on my mood. At first I wore a band on my forehead, 
then I took it off and everyone was shocked. My grandma wants me to 
wear a hat.”

SPECIAL FEATURE FACE THE STRANGE
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Fans of Spike TV’s Ink 

Master will instantly 

recognise Kyle Dunbar as 

the two-time contestant 

and near winner who was 

disquali�ed from the show due to 

a physical altercation with judge 

Chris Núñez. Fans of tattooing, 

on the other hand, will know 

Dunbar as the talented tattooer 

who recently decided to sell off 

everything, hit the road with his 

family and live the life of a true 

traveling artist.

The extremely opinionated, 

but equally talented Kyle Dunbar 

�rst appeared on Spike TV’s hit 

reality series Ink Master during 

its third season and made it into 

the Top 4, getting eliminated right 

before �nale night. America’s 

votes helped bring him back the 

following season, but his chance at 

redemption was cut short when he 

was disquali�ed.

It was during the eighth of 13 

episodes that Dunbar confronted 

judge Chris Núñez about his 

constant negative feedback. The 

�nal straw came when Núñez told 

the four artists up for elimination 

that week to let Dunbar know “he 

should have been down here, and 

he could’ve justi�ably left.” The 

moment when the two nearly got 

into a �ght had viewers collectively 

holding their breaths.

Nowadays, Dunbar is embracing 

all of the positive things that 

have come from his time on Ink 
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KYLE DUNBAR
Instagram: @InkByKyleDunbar

Twitter: @InkByKyleDunbar

Master and last year, he decided 

to sell everything, give away his 

shop—Almighty Tattoo in Flint, 

Michigan—buy a mobile home and 

travel across the good ol’ US of A 

with wife Candy Dunbar, whom he 

taught to tattoo, and their two kids.

THE LONG AND WINDING ROAD
Following his �rst tattoo at the 

age of 13, which he quickly admits 

“wasn’t much of a tattoo”, Kyle 

Dunbar’s personal collection 

didn’t get any better until a friend 

“introduced me to a professional 

artist, Tom Starr, and I got my �rst 

professional tattoo. As I watched 

him, I realised I could excel at it.”

“When I got my chest piece 

and saw a tattoo artist making a 

living doing it, I knew I could do 

it,” he says of the moment when it 

all clicked. He then embarked on 

learning the craft on his own, which, 

of course, meant being inspired and 
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In the next instalment of our totally unplanned and seemingly never-ending 
stream of Ink Master participants, this month we clash heads with Kyle Dunbar

THE ROAD
LESS TRAVELLED

KYLE DUNBAR AND THE MAKERS OF KYLE 
DUNBAR ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY LOSS 
OF HEARING WHILE LISTENING TO KYLE DUNBAR…
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my wife Candy tattoos as well,” he 

explains. “We had been traveling 

to conventions regularly for about 

eight years before Ink Master. 

After Ink Master, I had more 

opportunities and was at home 

less, so it made sense to do this 

at a time that was right. We knew 

it was possible since we had seen 

our friend Darin White and some 

taught by countless peers.

As he puts it, “being a self-taught 

artist, to me, really means that 

I have been taught by too many 

people to mention. I’m a good 

study of anything I’m interested in, 

so I was able to take direction and 

advice from many different artists.”

It’s understandable then that he 

wouldn’t change a thing about his 

learning experience. “I’m pretty 

much perfect,” he laughs. “There 

are a lot of things I would do 

differently, but there isn’t a thing I 

would change—how ‘bout that?”

After Ink Master was when 

Dunbar made the bold choice 

to once again do things a little 

differently—his own way—and 

pay homage to true old school 

tattooers by giving life on the road 

a try.

“Traveling to tattoo conventions 

had always been a love of ours—
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I’M A GOOD STUDY OF ANYTHING I'M INTERESTED IN, SO I 
WAS ABLE TO TAKE DIRECTION AND ADVICE FROM MANY 
DIFFERENT ARTISTS
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road may be, it does require a 

certain level of foresight and, as 

Dunbar explains, he always tries 

to plan guest spots “around tattoo 

conventions that I’m attending in 

the area. Last year, for example, 

just before the Baltimore Tattoo 

Convention, I did a guest spot at 

Not many people would have 

the balls to make such a drastic 

decision and take such a giant 

leap of faith, but “the generosity 

of people when you’re traveling” 

has sure helped and the only thing 

Dunbar admits to dreaming about 

at this moment is a bigger RV. “I 

owned a shop for 10 years and was 

a homeowner before,” he starts. 

“That ‘stable life’ is very stressful 

and insecure.”

Another massive perk? “Being 

able to watch my son grow up more 

closely in these tight quarters. Being 

able to see him accept traveling 

and the different sacri�ces that he 

makes. Although most of his video 

games and toys are here!”

MAKING PLANS
No matter how freeing life on the 
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INK MASTER 6
Spike TV has 

confirmed that Ink 
Master will return for 

a sixth season. The 
news was announced 
on December 1, 2014 

and the show is set 
to premiere during 

the summer. This time 
around, mentors will be 
facing off against their 

apprentices for the 
$100,000 grand prize.

SOME WOULD SAY THAT GIVING UP THE TATTOO SHOP WAS A 
SACRIFICE, BUT REALLY IT WAS THE BIGGEST WEIGHT LIFTED

others do the same thing.”

“At the beginning of 2014 is 

when the traveling really picked 

up,” he continues. “I had a tattoo 

shop in Flint, Michigan for 10 

years and was there less and less, 

traveling more and more. Some 

would say that giving up the tattoo 

shop was a sacri�ce, but really it 

was the biggest weight lifted. We 

were so ready to start this new 

chapter of our life that we GAVE 

Almighty Tattoo to the �rst artist 

we ever had at that shop. He is 

still running it today but has since 

changed the name. We still tattoo 

there when in Michigan.”

Believe it or not, perhaps tougher 

than parting with Almighty was 

“separating things into what you 

want and what you need. There is a 

lot less space to store things in a RV.”

road may be, it does require a 

the balls to make such a drastic 

decision and take such a giant 

leap of faith, but “the generosity 

of people when you’re traveling” 

has sure helped and the only thing 

Dunbar admits to dreaming about 

at this moment is a bigger RV. “I 

owned a shop for 10 years and was 

a homeowner before,” he starts. 

“That ‘stable life’ is very stressful 

Another massive perk? “Being 

able to watch my son grow up more 

SOME WOULD SAY THAT GIVING UP THE TATTOO SHOP WAS A SOME WOULD SAY THAT GIVING UP THE TATTOO SHOP WAS A 
SACRIFICE, BUT REALLY IT WAS THE BIGGEST WEIGHT LIFTED
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Halo’s shop in Maryland. Most 

places I go for guest spots are 

friends I have made on the road 

over the past eight or nine years. 

I like to spend at least a week in 

a city—less than that and you are 

in and out without people even 

realising you were there.”

Of all the stops he’s made so far, 

picking a favourite to potentially 

revisit for an extended period of 

time is not a decision that comes 

easily. Dunbar seems to settle 

on “Cocoa Beach because of the 

sur�ng”, but soon adds “California 

for the paddle-boarding, Texas for 

the Muay Thai, Sarasota, Florida 

to hang with my best friend, Las 

Vegas for Revolt Tattoos—one 

place is hard to pick, which is why 

the RV life is perfect for me!”

As I point out that traveling so 

much sounds like a dream, but 

that not having a shower would 

drive me absolutely insane, Dunbar 

corrects me: “I do have a shower 

in the RV and it’s surprisingly 

comfortable and has hot water, but 

the biggest adjustment is having 

to plan everything and sometimes 

parking in the wrong parking lots 

only to be woken up by police 

telling you to move.”

There’s also the issue of time 

management and making sure 

that he and Candy have enough 

time to homeschool their son 

David, as they’ve always done. 

“It was nice that he was used to 

doing homeschool work, the only 

thing different now is �eld trips 

are way more often,” says Dunbar. 

“We plan to homeschool as long 

as possible. In fact, when we talk 

about college, we even talk about 

online colleges.”

INK MASTER TRUTHS
After several auditions, Dunbar 

�nally joined the Ink Master Season 

3 cast and it was his strong talent 

and bold personality that resulted 

in fans helping bring him back for 

Season 4.

“I was very happy,” he says of 

his second shot at the grand prize. 

“I felt like I didn’t get a chance 

to compete in the �nale, so I had 

another chance to prove myself. 

I felt like Ink Master didn’t think 

they could sell me as an Ink Master 

winner, but I felt like the viewers did 

see me that way and it felt good.”

It was during this second stint 

that the now infamous �ght 

between Dunbar and Núñez took 

place. Asked to re�ect on it, he 

remembers, “I realised they were 
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“Kyle Dunbar is best taken in 

small dosages. If dizziness or 

nausea occur, discontinue use. 

Kyle Dunbar is not intended to 

treat any condition. If conditions 

worsen while using Kyle Dunbar, 

stop immediately and consult your 

physician. Do not leave Kyle Dunbar 

in direct sunlight. Do not taunt 

Kyle Dunbar. Kyle Dunbar and the 

makers of Kyle Dunbar are not 

responsible for any loss of hearing 

while listening to Kyle Dunbar.”

As for what the future holds, 

he plans to “travel, convention, 

travel, guest spot, repeat” and has 

his sights set on “London, Paris 

or Sidney. Tattooing is accepted 

in all those places and thriving. I 

see a lot of my friends going over 

there and I would love to tattoo 

in any of those cities. But I would 

only want to go with my family. 

Without them, I don’t enjoy 

much,” he admits.

As great as seeing the world 

is, though, he wouldn’t mind 

eventually “retiring, settling down 

in a sunny spot, selling T-shirts, 

paintings and other artwork.”

Until then, look out for Dunbar 

to keep delivering solid tattoos and 

next time you come across one of 

his pieces, he has just one request: 

“I want you to think of the biggest 

piece of skin you have left and get 

tattooed by me!”

Just remember this disclaimer, 

which came in response to the 

question, ‘Who is Kyle Dunbar?’, 

and ranks as one of the best 

interview answers I’ve ever heard.
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CANDY DUNBAR
A�er a decade of 
tattooing, Candy 

Dunbar noticed 
she was getting an 

increasing number of 
permanent makeup 
requests. Deciding 

to become an expert 
in the field, she now 

does everything from 
eyebrows to eyeliner, 
and has even treated 

people suffering 
from hair loss cause 

by various medical 
conditions to free 
cosmetic tattoos.

As for what the future holds, 

he plans to “travel, convention, 

travel, guest spot, repeat” and has 

his sights set on “London, Paris 

or Sidney. Tattooing is accepted 

CELEBRITY SKIN KYLE DUNBAR

I FELT LIKE INK MASTER DIDN'T THINK THEY COULD SELL ME AS 
AN INK MASTER WINNER, BUT I FELT LIKE THE VIEWERS DID SEE 

ME THAT WAY AND IT FELT GOOD

messing with me. No matter what 

I did, I was going to be their kick-

around boy. Nothing I did would 

impress them and I didn’t want to 

be some manufactured reality.”

Since that moment, he hasn’t 

really spoken to any of the judges, 

other than “Dave a few times 

because he does a live podcast,” 

but admits, “I would talk to any 

of them.”

Drama aside, there’s no denying 

the overall impact of the show has 

been a positive one. “I’m able to 

tattoo and wherever I go people 

know me and want to get tattooed 

by me, so I couldn’t ask for much 

more than that,” he says and 

laughs, “Okay, $100,000 would have 

been nice, but I still feel like I won.”

DUNBAR 2.0
With 20-plus years spent in the 

tattoo world thus far, Dunbar 

counts his biggest career highlight 

to date as “being accepted into this 

large family of tattoo artists and 

becoming a member of this close-

knit traveling group of artists.”

or Sidney. Tattooing is accepted 

in all those places and thriving. I 

see a lot of my friends going over 

there and I would love to tattoo 

in any of those cities. But I would 

only want to go with my family. 

Without them, I don’t enjoy 

As great as seeing the world 

is, though, he wouldn’t mind 

eventually “retiring, settling down 

in a sunny spot, selling T-shirts, 

As for what the future holds, 

he plans to “travel, convention, 

travel, guest spot, repeat” and has 

his sights set on “London, Paris 

or Sidney. Tattooing is accepted 

I FELT LIKE INK MASTER DIDN'T THINK THEY COULD SELL ME AS 
AN INK MASTER WINNER, BUT I FELT LIKE THE VIEWERS DID SEE 

ME THAT WAY AND IT FELT GOOD
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90 ON THE ROAD
THE MANCHESTER INTERNATIONAL TATTOO SHOW

You could hardly avoid the fact that there were two tattoo shows in 
Manchester across the same weekend. I don’t know a whole lot about 

the other because I was busy at this one, but as far as I’m concerned, it’s 
hugely positive to see that a major city in the UK can play host to around 

600 quality artists without imploding

O
ne of the great 

things about two 

shows across the 

same weekend—

being a glass half full rather than 

empty kind of guy—is that no 

tattoo a�cionado in the vicinity 

of Manchester had even the 

tiniest excuse to miss out, and 

it didn’t seem as though they 

intended to either. From this side 

of the fence, it was certainly busy 

media-wise with the guys from 

the BBC and The Daily Star �lling 

their boots with as much material 

as they could �nd. As always 

some wonderful people showed 

up—tattooists just starting out 
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asking questions, tattooists who 

have been working forever asking 

questions and… well, people 

generally ask a lot of questions at 

these shows.

What I can tell you, with a 

reasonable amount of authority, 

is that tattooing appears to be 

popular for all the right reasons at 

the moment. The world is generally 

beginning to turn away from the 

shock/horror stories that make 

us all hide behind the sofa and is 

starting to look at the positive side 

of the art. It’s going to take a long 

time before that’s the way it is 

everywhere, but I can see the tide 

beginning to turn. On which note…

BEHIND THE CURTAIN

When you do this job, a lot of 

things tend to happen off radar. 

At this particular show, Trent 

and myself found ourselves 

hustled into a studio environment 

backstage to �lm some scraps for 

a new show to hit Channel Five 

sometime in the next few weeks. 

For the curious, the show has 

promised it’s going for the jugular 

of all that is bright, beautiful 

and great about tattooing, and 

believe me, both of us scoured 

the concept rigorously before 

committing to anything. I have 

high hopes that this won’t develop 

into another show that we will all 

MANCHESTER INTERNATIONAL TATTOO SHOW

www.skindeep.co.uk
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tune into before shaking our heads 

in disbelief, but I’ll count those 

chickens later. The important 

thing here is that we held up the 

fence at this end and sometimes 

that’s all you got. That said, it’s 

always a pleasure to welcome any 

TV crew who chose to come to 

your show but the best you can 

do is hope they see what you see. 

Time will tell on that front.

THE SIDESHOW

More than worthy of a mention 

is my old friend Willy Robinson 

and his tattoo museum. Over the 

years, Willy’s historical collection 

has really grown into something 

unique. Rather than a collection 

of things from days gone by, Willy 

really cares about what he gathers 

together and it has to be said that 

his reproduction of Otzi is more 

than a little intriguing. Aside from 

its obvious educational value, 

Willy has some great stories about 

transporting it around the world 

and how you get a reproduction 

of an ancient skeleton in and 

out of customs—pay him a visit 

sometime because he’s always 

more than happy to spin a yarn 

or two. He also has a �ne line 

in tattoo books that go back 

some too, but I totally get that 

a mummy trumps a book every 

single time. You can catch up with 

the project here facebook.com/

tattoomuseum.org—and make 

sure you do.

One thing is for sure, if you like 

tattooed girls who play with �re, 

you came to the right place. With 

both the Chaos Dolls and Steelcats 

performing across both days of 

the weekend, it got pretty hot in 

there more often than not. The 

acts are actually very different in 

their presentation but watching 

both of them across the weekend, I 

decided at the next show, I’m going 

to corner one of them and get 

them to teach me how to breathe 

�re. How hard can it be? Then, and 

HE�ALSO�HAS�A�FINE�LINE�IN�TATTOO�BOOKS�THAT�GO�BACK�
SOME�TOO��BUT�I�TOTALLY�GET�THAT�A�MUMMY�TRUMPS�A�
BOOK�EVERY�SINGLE�TIME
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only then, will I take to the Tattoo 

Jam party as Gene Simmons and 

do it as it should be done.

As per last year, those wishing 

to know their future were well 

catered for via some nice tarot 

work, and highly popular this year 

(I hope he saw that coming) was 

the Famous Inked Models Catwalk 

Show. Between them, the girls 

have probably graced the covers 

of every tattoo magazine under 

the sun worth mentioning and 

honestly, it’s a little odd to think 

of most of them as friends now. I 

guess that’s what happens when 

you stick around somewhere long 

enough. It’s all good fun though—

and if I can’t throw a mention 

in here for my friend Rachel and 

her new Corsets Sinister range, 

then where can I?! The corsets, 

along with an unholy ton of 

other materials masquerading as 

clothing (if you know what I mean) 

is a �ne way to pass the time 

whatever day of the week it is.

Back in the real world—Tim 

Orth—along with Esther and 

Travis—presented a great Art Fusion 

event at front of stage that was 

more than worth standing around 

for, which bring me nicely onto…

THE MAIN ATTRACTION

As with Tattoo Freeze—which 

wasn’t much more than a few 

weeks back—this show revealed 

more than a few artists raising 

the stakes out in the world. Worth 

mentioning here is that on the 

Saturday, Sivo took Best of Day for 

a portrait that was not only a great 

piece but actually captured the 

spirit of its subject, thus proving 

what I’ve always known—there’s 

great realism out there but there’s 

also great realism with heart and 

soul. In a category like that, it’s not 

easy to pull off, particularly at a 

show at which the standard is high 

to begin with. Best of Day on the 

Sunday was an easy choice. Sebo 

took this one home, along with 

Best of Convention, for a piece that 

we’re all still remembering and 

thinking about days after. A great 

mash-up of styles produced a great 

looking ‘whale’ themed sleeve 

that I’d love to see again when 

it’s settled down a little. When a 

tattoo has all of your attention and 

it makes you smile under pressure, 

you’re onto a winner. There’s a 

couple of guys right there to watch 

out for.

Meanwhile, Craig Cardwell 

brought his A game too. There’s 

a sleeve that I’ve seen in progress 

WHEN�A�TATTOO�HAS�ALL�OF�YOUR�
ATTENTION�AND�IT�MAKES�YOU�
SMILE�UNDER�PRESSURE��YOU’RE�
ONTO�A�WINNER�

SATURDAY AWARDS
Colour
Adam Blakey.
Oriental
Sean Crane
Black & Dotwork
Jay Watson
Avant Garde
Kreatyves
Best Of Saturday
Sivo
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now for a while and it will be 

a peach when it’s �nished, but 

meantime, the piece he entered 

(and won) into Black and Grey is 

a show-stopper. Again, there’s 

plenty of scope to further what’s 

been achieved so far, but if you’re 

looking for an artist with no small 

amount of vision who can actually 

pull it off, look no further.

This year it was also a pleasure 

to meet and greet a couple of 

artists from Switzerland—Fabien 

Pletscher and Yves Rosenthaler. 

Both bring very different talents to 

the table but it’s good to rummage 

in a country you don’t hear 

enough about in TattooLand. Even 

better to be able to see it—and 

that's something that we should 

�x around here.

Finally—and maybe it should 

have been �rst, but I’m sure he 

can handle it—this weekend I 

spent a lot of time with Stefano 

Alcantara. I’ve been a fan of his 

work ever since he came onto my 

radar which seems like years ago 

now (maybe it is) and he never 

disappoints. Across this weekend, 

he spent all of his time working 

on a back piece inspired by his 

recent stint in Milan. When you 

meet somebody who says they 

never stop working—put them up 

against this man and the love he 

has for what he does and you’ll 

know if they are speaking the 

truth. More from him, next issue… 

you don’t think I’d just let him 

walk away surely?

LE FIN?

On a weekend during which there 

was much talk about how shocking 

it was that there were two shows 

on across the same weekend, there 

were no real losers in this scenario. 

The winners were the tattoo fans 

who could lap up as much art as 

they could in a very short space of 

time—and isn’t that the reason why 

we’re all here in the �rst place?

Next for us? The mighty Great 

British Tattoo Show in May is just 

around the corner. Can’t come 

soon enough for me.

THE�WINNERS�WERE�
THE�TATTOO�FANS�
WHO�COULD�LAP�UP�
AS�MUCH�ART�AS�THEY�
COULD�IN�A�VERY�
SHORT�SPACE�OF�TIME���

SUNDAY AWARDS
Black & Grey

Craig Cardwell.
Portrait

Tony Evans.
Realism

Richie Guy.
Best Of Sunday

Sebo.
Best Of Convention

Sebo
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CRAIGY LEE SOAPBOX

WHETHER YOU’RE LOOKING FOR AN ADDITIONAL ARTIST 
FOR YOUR STUDIO, A HOUSE MANAGER OR ARE SELLING AN 
ESTABLISHED BUSINESS LOCK, STOCK AND TWO SMOKING 
BARRELS, THESE FREE STREAMLINED CLASSIFIEDS OUGHT 
TO GET THE BALL ROLLING. SEND YOUR NEEDS TO JAZZ 
PUBLISHING, 1 MARCHER COURT, SEALAND ROAD, CHESTER 
CH1 6BS, OR EMAIL THEM INTO: EDITOR@SKINDEEP.CO.UK
All details correct at time of going to press. Adverts cannot be taken over the phone. Please include 
your full studio details even if they are not to accompany the wording.

WHETHER YOU’RE LOOKING FOR AN ADDITIONAL ARTIST 

Full and part time artist wanted. 
Must be drug and drama free 
with 2 years studio experience, 
keen to work with a love for the 
job. Ideally an artist specialising 
in black and grey realism. 
theoldsmithytattooparlour@
hotmail.co.uk for more information

The Grasshopper Tattoo and 
Piercing studio, a busy shop in 
central Harrow, needs a full time 
professional registered tattoo artist 
and a part time body piercer or (can 
be separate roles or be combined 
into a single role) to join the team. 
Please email a CV and portfolio to 
info@thegrasshopper.co.uk to apply.

Tattoo artist required for new studio 
in Sheerness Kent, great opportunity 
for the right person, must have 
working studio experience, if 
interested please contact Mike at 
mike.prentice@btconnect.com or 
text me at 07412665338

Tattoo and Piercing Parlour for 
Sale. Established shop set in Codsall 
good amenities.Food / drink etc/ 
close by We are set next to train 
station generates a good income. 
I am selling due to my run of ill 
health for more info email martin: 
heartsandanchors13@gmail.com

EXPERIENCED TATTOOIST 
NEEDED  WITH AT LEAST 3 
YEARS EXPERIENCE. Must have 
strong portfolio to show work. 
Custom work a must. Can start 
ASAP.  Black Rose Tattoo studio, 
Warsop, Nottinghamshire. Contact 
gill_nicholas@hotmail.com 

Terrys Tattoo Studio in Glasgow are 
looking to take on a full time artist. 
We are a very well established, family 
ran, busy city centre studio who 
work on an appointment basis but 
also have a busy walk in trade. We 
are looking for someone who has 4 
years minimum professional studio 
experience with a good portfolio to 
back this up. The right person will 
be �uent in all styles of tattooing 
from simple walk in �ash designs 
to custom tattoos , sleeves, portraits 
etc. Someone who also has piercing 
experience would be a bonus—we 
can be contacted on 01415525740 or 

at hello@terrystattoostudio.com.

Steel Beauty is looking for a 
tattooist to join our friendly team 
in Gants hill, Essex 3-5 days a 
week. Minimum 5 years experience 
with a considerable up to date 
portfolio. Should be pro�cient in 
custom work as well as walk-in 
�ash work. Must be reliable with 
a good attitude. To arrange an 
interview contact the team @ 
steelbeauty@hotmail.com. 

Madam Butter�y‚ Tattoo Parlour 
has a vacancy for a part-time 
position. Well established studio 
with a good reputation, founded 
2001 in Hastings town centre, down 
on the South Coast. I am looking 
for a good all rounder. Must be 
able to show portfolio. Full time 
for the right person, but happy to 
be �exible! Email me Rebecca at 
madambutter�ys@mac.com. Look 
forward to hearing from you!

FULL TIME TATTOOIST WANTED. 
Tattoo UK Uxbridge (London). Must 
have 3+ years experience. Call: 
01895 812112 or email: klarysa.
tattoo_uk@yahoo.com

Full and part time artist wanted. 
Must be drug and drama free with 
2 years studio experience, keen to 
work with a love for the job. Ideally 
looking for an artist specialising 
in black and grey realism. email: 
theoldsmithytattooparlour@
hotmail.co.uk for more information

Tattoo artist wanted for busy 
studio near Bognor Regis.  Lots of 
work waiting for the right artist. 
You must be a bit of an all rounder, 
easy going with consistently 
tidy work. Please contact Lisa or 
Daz on 01243 829871 or email : 
tigerlilytattoos@yahoo.com

Steel Beauty is looking for a 
tattooist to join our friendly team 
in Gants hill, Essex 3-5 days a week. 
Minimum 5 years experience with 
a considerable up to date portfolio. 
Should be pro�cient in custom work 
as well as walk-in �ash work. Must 
be reliable with a good attitude. To 
arrange an interview contact the 
team @ steelbeauty@hotmail.com.

96 CLASSIFIEDS
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T
ime is a funny old thing isn’t it? The 

more you watch it and wish it along, 

the slower it seems to tick—but the the 

busier and more occupied you get, the 

faster it rolls along.

I got tattooed last month, and it hurt! Something 

that’s easy to forget when you do it every day to 

people. You start losing your empathy a little and 

sigh when your customer doesn’t sit still, groans 

or grumbles as you try to lay down your art. 

But time will go faster if you occupy your 

brain whilst getting tattooed.

The ceilings or �oors of tattoo studios are 

not the most fun things to look at for hours 

on end however. Years ago when I spent 

hours at a time at Jayne Doe in Hornchurch 

getting tattooed by Simon Erl, I would count 

the repetitive patterns in the wallpaper to 

take my mind off the tattoo I was getting. 

But today, with pocket sized technology 

so cheap and readily available, customers 

seem to have all kinds of things to occupy 

themselves whilst getting tattooed. I’ve heard 

a lot that pain is a state of mind, and I think to a 

certain extent this is true. 

Obviously if you’re getting tattooed for �ve, six or 

seven hours, the last “home stretch” is de�nitely going 

to be very unpleasant and hard to ignore—but over the 

years, I’ve found the people that deal with pain the best, 

are the ones that are masters at escaping into their own 

little world and there are certainly a few things you 

can do to become a master of escapism.

As with most things in life, being prepared before 

you sit in the chair (especially for a few hours) will 

be worth it. There are two people responsible for 

2015 seems to be thundering along with the full force of a thousand steam 
engines behind it. You take your eyes off the calendar for a minute, and you 

lose a month!

 Craigy Lee   Ash Springle

Soapbox
C R A I G Y  L E E

your tattooing being awesome, your tattoo artist 

and you. People who wriggle and squirm when 

getting tattooed make our job really, really dif�cult. 

Try drawing on a piece of paper while it’s moving—

pretty hard isn’t it?

Make sure you eat before you get tattooed. Most 

people faint from low blood sugar. If you have 

a good breakfast or lunch before you get 

tattooed, you will have higher blood 

sugar and your body will be ready for 

the trauma that’s about to be in�icted 

upon it.

Take a book/magazine tablet or mp3 

player, this will give you something 

to concentrate on and distract you 

from the pain. Get lost in your book, 

load some movies on your tablet 

or some relaxing music onto your 

mp3 player—put some headphones 

on and escape into your own little 

bubble. I would generally say to avoid 

handheld computer games though as 

people tend to move around a lot while 

playing them. You need to be sitting still so your 

tattoo turns out as good as it can!

Take some sweets with you, if you feel a bit low 

have some and top up your blood sugar, but try not 

to have lots of breaks though, the more times you 

stop the more it will hurt when you start again.

Got a burning issue or topic you want me to 

talk about? Want to get your voice heard? 

Well don’t just sit there do something about 

it Drop me a line craigylee@skindeep.co.uk 

and �nd me on instagram @craigy_lee
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T
hey were, they said, 

interested in my 

conceptual take on the 

tattooed body and my 

personal investment in handmade 

crafts. Seduced by the journalistic 

patter and the calibre of the other 

participants, artists, musicians 

and writers! Anish Kapoor, 

Grayson Perry, Courtney Pine, 

Jacqueline Wilson. I romanticised 

that this �attering mainstream 

validation might be of interest to 

my family, something they could 

be proud of. I pushed aside my 

natural scepticism, and agreed.

When the article appeared, it 

was exactly as promised, beautiful 

photography, thoughtful vignettes 

and a wide variety of people 

from disparate backgrounds, 

both well known and unknown, 

but my portrait and interview 

where absent. Instead I had been 

demoted to a startlingly beautiful 

photograph of my wonderfully 

tattooed right hand, a decorative 

picture with no purpose beyond 

being an ornament on the 

contents page. I had been reduced, 

objecti�ed, disembodied. Literally, 

metaphorically, I had no words. 

My initial anger has subsided, but 

a question remains in its wake: 

Why was it so wounding to me 

to have my voice restricted, my 

text deleted? Why did I need my 

exhibited body, like La Belle Irene’s, 

accompanied by narrative?

My maternal family tree is easy 

to trace—it’s a little fragmented 

due to a few shameful episodes, 

hastily hidden, but even those 

were revealed when the times 

 P
am

 V
an

-D
am

ne
d

eventually changed. 10 generations 

of my mother’s family moved 

barely 20 square miles in 300 

years. We have a home, a history 

and all of the associative traces. 

Parish records, gravesites 

(unmarked, paupers graves, but 

in the ledgers nonetheless) birth 

certi�cates, inscriptions on War 

Memorials, books of remembrance 

and old school rolls of honour 

(“for perfect attendance”). The 

people are gone, but the evidence 

remains. This family tree has 

roots, a physicality far beyond the 

boxes of ephemera saved by my 

grandmother, the photographs 

and papers are simply a portable 

version of our geographical facts.

Yet my paternal family left no 

traces at all. This branch of the 

tree is missing, it’s an absent limb 

amputated by a tree surgeon, and 

even the most ardent of hobbyist 

genealogists would abandon this 

un-researchable line of enquiry. 

My father’s birth wasn’t even 

registered until 1968, by then, he 

was 18. He discovered his own 

non-existence only when he 

wanted to marry my mother, and 

when seeking the documentation 

required to make a legal union, 

found none. There is no one left 

to ask about this curious state of 

affairs, only the post-dated birth 

certi�cate in a box beneath my 

bed, providing the evidence of non-

evidence. For 18 years, according 

to the laws of the land, my father 

simply did not exist. We don’t 

know where his parents were born, 

there is no marriage certi�cate, 

we can’t even be sure that ‘Hardy’ 

is the family name. There are 

rumours to the contrary, and no 

evidence of the facts.

A person without a name, 

without roots, without family, is 

a person without a backstory. For 

some, of course, this is a liberation, 

a chance of reinvention. Most of 

us, however, do not want to be 

Doctor Who (speak for yourself! 

Ed.), we de�ne ourselves by what 

we know of ourselves, and what 

others know of us. To be tattooed 

is to make revelations, to make 

clear the unknown, and to further 

de�ne the known. We have tattoos 

inspired by our parents, our 

children, our hobbies, our histories, 

where we’ve been and who we’ve 

met, or simply, because we like 

them and they are to our personal 

taste. To be tattooed is to deny the 

need for reinvention, it’s to say, I 

am happy with who I am. Tattoos 

don’t need to come with true-

Miami-Ink stories, but they are 

always part of larger narrative. A 

tattoo proves existence, more than 

any birth certi�cate could.

Several summers ago I agreed to appear in an article for the Guardian newspaper’s 
Weekend magazine. There would be a photographic portrait, a close up of my tattooed 
hands and a short written piece detailing my relationship to my hands, from my 
personal viewpoint as an artist and writer.

EXISTENTIAL CRISIS

www.skindeep.co.ukwww.skindeep.co.uk98 EXISTENTIAL CRISIS
AN EYE IS UPON YOU

TO CONFESS UP 
A LIFE REQUIRES 

THE SAME 
IMAGINATION 

AS IT TAKES TO 
CREATE ONE.

WRIGHT MORRIS
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